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Yes! Everyone's favorite singleton
returns to the big screen on November
12th. Turn to page 4 for a sneak preview
of Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason.
OPINION SPORTS
. Yoni Freeman, Conn's most vocal
activist in Middle-Eastern affairs, dis-
cusses the recent death of Arab leader
Yasser Arafat.
Women's soccer took Middlebury to the
edge, but eventually fell 1-0 in double
overtime, falling out of the NESCAC
playoffs after advancing to the semis.
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Wade to Share Experience in Film Incidents in the Arbo
'~ and at Trinity College
'< ~~.~ Call Attention to Safety
~.A
~'- ~;"t." ~ Issue on Conn's Campus
Hollywood screenwriter,
playwright, and actor Kevin
Wade will be visiting
fonnecticut College on
'lliursday, November 18 to
!p'v€ a presentation entitled
"Center Stage with Kevin
Wade". Wade will also take
part in a number of classes
in the theater and film
departments, in addition to
attending a lunch provided
by the College for film stu-
dents, faculty, trustees, and
President Fainstein.• Following the meal will
beWade's presentation from
4:30 to 5:45 in the Ernst
Common Room of the
Blaustein Humanities
Center. The lecture is free of
charge and open to the pub-
lic. Connecticut College
graduate and director of the
O'Neill National Theater
Institute, David Jaffe '77
will moderate the discus-
sion. The evening will also
consist of two theater class-
es and a film class taught by
Wade.
Wade is no stranger to
Conn. He was a student in Former student and screenwriter Kevin Wadewill appear at Conn on November 18 in a presentation entitled "CenterStage with Kevin Wade."
the 1970's but left school for "Scenic Route," a well- Off-Broadway productions success in the difficult world first major movie script, for
New York to pursue his known play throughout "Hosanna" and "Woyzeck" of entertainment will be part 1988's "Working Girl", won
dreams of acting. Like most Europe. Rappaport also gave as a member of The of the "Center Stage" pres- praise from fans and col-
young performers, the road Wade a role in his 1980 Production Company. Two entation. leagues alike, achieving
to fame was not an easy one. comedy "Imposters." Wade short years later, Wade com- Since' the success of nominations for both a
Nevertheless, he held his still occasionally appears on pleted his first hit play, "Key "Key Exchange," Wade has Golden Globe and a Writer's
share of odd jobs until 1978, American television. Exchange," and was on his managed to keep busy, this Guild of America award.
when he was given the lead In 1979 Wade was way to becoming famous. time in Hollywood as
role in Mark Rappaport's hit awarded staring roles in the All the details of his rise to opposed to New York. His
CCDems and Reps
Discuss Future Projects
for Local Communities
BY RACHE' GAINES
A&E EoITOR
continued on page 6
BY THOMAS McEvoy
NEWS EoITOR
As students became warned by
the Office of Student Life of a dan-
gerous incident in the Connecticut
College arboretum Sunday after-
noon, a Trinity College female stu-
dent had been raped by four men on
Saturday .
According to the Hartford
Courant, polices sources say the stu-
dent reported the sexual assault near-
ly 10 hours after the incident.
Sources say that at least four men
participated in the assault. The stu-
dent was being treated at a local hos-
pital.
According to Julie Winkel,
Trinity College spokeswoman, the
woman claimed that the attackers
were college-aged, but that she did
not know them nor think they went
to her college. No arrests had been
made as of Monday.
Winkel reported that the
College's security is being increased
in response to the incident. She was
quoted in the Courant as stating,
"Our first concern is for maintaining
the safety and confidentiality of our
students, and the College appreciates
the contmued support from the com-
munity in this regard."
Although the Sunday afternoon
incident at Connecticut College did
not involve an actual rape, it has the
campus community reason to be
alarmed and on alert for such dan-
gers. While running in the arboretum
at approximately 4:45 p.m., a female
student was approached by a middle-
aged white man, who asked her if
she had seen his dog. When the stu-
dent continued running, the man
grabbed her arm, but she was able to
free herself from his grasp.
The day after the incident, the
Office of Student Life sent a cam-
pus-wide e-mail, warning students to
be on alert while in the arboretum.
In terms of educating the campus
about the risks there are, Associate
Dean of Student Life, Anne
Hopkins-Gross, said, "We have our
Healthy Relationships committee,
which has been working on the edu-
cating the campus regarding sexual
misconduct in general. In fact, we
just had a meeting and will be publi-
cizing, via tabling at Harris, what
sexual assault is. We also had a panel
discussion on what the
procedures/response is at Conn if
someone is sexually assaulted."
Director of Counseling Services,
Dr. Janet Spoltore, noted that the
office encourages students to come
and receive help if they are experi-
encing coping difficulties.
Jim Miner, Director of Campus
Safety, could not be reached for fur-
ther comment.
Constituencies Prepare for Annual 'Oxfam' Event
By EUZABETH GREENMAN the soup kitchen for the local area.
Their contribution to the communi-
ty's most vulnerable residents is
invaluable: the Meal Center served
73,518 meals to 35,000 people in
one fiscal year.
Through the Office of Volunteers
for Community Service (OVCS),
Connecticut College students volun-
teer on a weekly basis at the
Community Meals program prepar-
ing and serving food. The
Community Meals program has
been a partner organization of the
College for many years.
Oxfam America is part of an
international development and relief
agency that campaigns for change in
global practices and policies that
keep people in poverty. The larger
organization of Oxfam International
is a confederation of 12 non-govern-
mental organizations working
together in more than 80 countries to
find lasting solutions to poverty, suf-
AssocL<IE NEWS EDITOR
ByTHOMAS MCEVOY
Next Thursday evening,
November 18th, the annual
"Oxfam" event will take place, and
will be jointly sponsored by the
Student Government Association,
the Office of Religious and Spiritual
Life, and Dining services.
Students have the option of deac-
tivating, or giving up, one dinner at
Harris and contributing the cost of
that dinner to fight hunger. The pur-
pose of the event is to raise student
awareness and support for the mil-
lions suffering from hunger daily.
The total of all the sacrificed dinners
(at $2.95 a piece) is split and donat-
ed equally between two separate
groups: the New London
Community Meal Center and Oxfam
America.
The New London Community
Meal Center, established in 1985, is
During the 2004 elections, the Connecticut College Democrats and
Connecticut College Republicans played a role in the local Congressional
races in New London. Members spent numerous hours working on the Rob
Simmons and Jim Sullivan campaigns, respectively. Two-term incumbent
Simmons won the 2nd Congressional District race over Sullivan with 54% of
the votes.
Vice President of the CC Democrats, Matthew Listro, said, "[CC
Democrats] is obviously disappointed by the outcome of the presidential and
congressional races, but we are pleased that so many Conn students got out
to the polls and that our numerous voter registration drives contributed to the
turnout."
Newly-elected Chair of the CC Republicans, X' Ania Saldana, shared her
club's sentiment on their party's success in the local and presidential races.
"The Connecticut College Republicans are completely ecstatic and embold-
ened by the victory of Republican Congressional incumbent Rob Simmons
and especially the over the impressive victory of President Bush and Vice
President Cheney," Saldana said.
In addition to the state representative races, members of the CC
Democrats participated in the state senate race, in which Democratic incum-
bent Christopher Dodds was re-elected. Listro said, "We are extremely
pleased by the re-election of Senator Chris Dodd, who as Connecticut's sen-
ior senator has earrted the reputation as one of the most respected politicians
in the country. We are grateful to have been a part of the senator's campaign
and the other races throughout the state."
Even though the elections are now over, both clubs still intend on being
active on the College campus and in the local communities. Listro noted how
the club is working with various people involved in Connecticut politics to
see how they can be of assistance. "We also believe that a partisan organiza-
tion serves not only to further its party's platforms and help get its candidates
elected, but that we have an obligation to serve our community," Listro said.
"With that in mind, we are working on several service projects in New
London and in other towns around Conn."
Saldana commented on how her club is also reaching out to New London.
"To assure our effectiveness on campus, the CCR will complete one main
project at a time in order to guarantee that our efforts bear fruit," Saldana
remarked. "Right now our main focus is aiding the local community and
spreading our message while doing our part to heal the divide on campus."
The CC Republicans as well as the CC Democrats also intend on invit-
ing a speaker to the campus, like they have done in the past. Listro noted that
the speaker would not only talk about issues regarding the Democratic Party,
but also about ways that students can become involved in politics. Saldana
noted that the CC Republicans want a speaker "who [they] feel a majority of
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fering and injustice.
Pete Lelek, SGA president, com-
mented on the uniqueness of the giv-
ing up of meals at Conn. "This is a
great opportunity to raise awareness
of issues of hunger, but more impor-
tantly it is an opportunity for stu-
dents to skip one meal and have that
small sacrifice make a tremendous
difference in the lives of others."
The project has gained populari-
ty in recent years. In 2002, 756 stu-
dents donated their dinners to help
fight hunger. The Oxfam event of
2003 was hugely successful, with a
total of 1,047 students opting to
deactivate their meals and eat in Cro,
fast, go to dinner off campus, or sim-
ply sacrifice that meal.
That year's turnout represented
57 percent of the current Conn stu-
dent-body. Lelek, expressing his
hope for similar participation next
week, said, "We are looking to meet-
ing this mark again this year," and
possibly exceed it.
Last year, the amount of money
saved from deactivated meals, com-
bined with a $400 donation from the
CC Catholic Community, added up
to $3440. Both the New London
Community Meal Center and Oxfam
America received $1720 checks
from the College.
Students interested in participat-
ing in this project will have multiple
opportunities to deactivate their
meals for Thursday night. SGA rep-
resentatives and Chaplains will have
tables outside the Harris, Jane
Addams, and Smith dining halls on
November 15 and November 16 dur-
ing lunch and dinner meal hours.
Members of the campus community
interested in making donations other
than their Harris dinner can contact
Molly Helms at molly.helms@con-
ncoll.edu or extension 2450 for
details.
J-Board D&DEducates Students on Judicial Procedures
By THAcy O'NEIL
S""WRlTER
On November 10 the Connecticut College
Judicial Board hosted a Dessert and Dialogue
event to elucidate its function and procedures to
the school community. The Judicial Board is
comprised of a Chair and two student representa-
tives from each class, as well as Associate Dean
of Student Life, Anne Hopkins-Gross, who advis-
es the board. A distinguishing trait of the College,
the student Judicial Board hears cases of students
who have allegedly violated the College Honor
Code.
Four of the ten J-Board members presided
over the meeting, including Student Chair Jay
Karpen, ajunior. Karpen, fondly referred to as "J-
Board Jay", emphasizes that the Connecticut
College Judicial Board serves both judiciary and
educational functions so "students can learn from
their mistakes."
The Dessert and Dialogue began with a basic
continued on page 6 continued on page 6 . embers of the Co/legeJudicial Board discussed"'he College's judicial procedures during a Dessert" nd Dia/ogue. (SoldIJ;'
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Break the silence
~"
. Last Sunday, a female student was grabbed in a threatening manner by an older man while walking through the
arboretum just before sundown. While she was fortunate enough to be able to immediately leave the scene and report
~ ~f1incident to campus safety, recent numbers across the country show that not every woman in the similar situation.. lS so fortunate .
• ,;. In light of this and a more violent incident at Trinity College along with the constant reports of violent crimes
that overwhelm the nightly news, it is now more important than ever for small communities like ours at Conn to
come together. Such an event not only hurts the victim, but also cripples the entire community, creating an atmos-
I 'E phere of discomfort and fear. Any community struck by such fear may be less likely to reach out to those in need ......r,
. -, We need to support victims in need and actively condemn any and all violent acts. This is not to say that Conn". "1
IS a dangerous place or that Campus Safety's work is insufficient. The most powerful way to prevent victintization
is for victims to break their silence and utilize the resources available here at the college.
However, it is by no means the sole responsibility of victims to assure their own wellbeing. Recovering from a
"iii~lent crime is a difficult process, unlike any imaginable to those who have not experienced it first hand. If you
- ISJ;lowsomeone who has been victimized, it is your duty as a human being to be there for him or her in whatever way,"
- you are needed. This may mean nothing more than letting them know you care.
I Any individual can raise awareness about violent crimes against women and violent crimes in general. Through
,,,Student Life we now have Peer Educators in all the dorms who are there to facilitate just such discussions. If you
~ow something, talk about it. We as students cannot allow for our community to be victimized.
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Do you care about anything?
"Voice" your opinions write a
letter to the Editor.
send to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu
, " POUCIES
II .'
I ". ADVERTISEMENTS
"'lbe College Voice is an open forum, The opin-
ions expressed by individual advertisers are
, ::" their own, In no way does The College Voice
I ~ \ 'endorse the views expressed by individual
;. I ~, 'advertisers. The College Voice will not accept
, ,~~ I
, .ads it deems to be libelous, an incitement to
,. , violence, or personally damaging. Ad rates are
, . available on request by calling (860) 439-2813;
., "please refer all ad inquiries to the Business
'"Manager, Sarah Mercurio. The College Voice
, ':reserves the right to accept or reject any ad.
, »The Editors-in-Chief shall have final content
.approval The final deadline for advertising is
, , 5:00 p.rn. on the Wednesday preceding publi-
cation.
LETfERS TO TIlE EDITOR
Letters to the Editor are due by 5:00 p.rn. on
the Wednesday preceding publication. The
College Voice reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity and length. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published.
However names may b e withheld upon the
author'S request. The College Voice will not
publish letters deemed to be a personal
attack on an individual. The College Voice
cannot guarantee the publication of any sub-
rrtission. Letters should be single-spaced, no
longer than 500 words, and must include a
phone number for verification. Please send
all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to:
ccvoice@conncoIl.edu.
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THINK YOU HAVE WHAT IT:
TAKES TO BE THE NEXT
JORDAN GEARY?
The Voice continues the search for a
new editorial cartoonist. Submit your
work to box 4970.
Questions? Call Emily at x3927.
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
-Nick DiMatteo '06
LEITERs TO THE EDITOR
Professor Takes Issue with
West's Recent Remarks
To the Editor:
Let me see if I have the gist of Zach West's article of
November 5 regarding people who happen to disagree
with him about voting for Mr. Bush: "misguided bunch
of cretins", "due to intellectual laziness and/or lack of
education", "rather than taking the trouble to fire any
neurons themselves", "too lazy to think", "uneducated,
god-fearing (sic) masses". There were more, but I think
I get the point. His column certainly sounds like a form
of "hate speech" to me, but that's another issue.
My educational credentials can be found in the back
of the College catalog. However, I assume Mr. West
will simply write me off as another stupid, and simplis-
tic physicist. After all, my education, despite my under-
graduate B.A. degree, was slanted towards understand.
ing the relatively simple system of nature, and not tne
nuance-ridden area of human affairs. Iwill immediate-
ly try to find more courses to take to fill my extreme lack
of education, and my obvious paucity of thinking skills
that Mr. West points out is the sine qua non of any Bush
voter.
I also await members of the College Chaplaincy io
respond to Mr. West's linkage of the two attributes:
"uneducated" and "God fearing". That should make for
some interesting reading as I note that all of chaplains
seem to have at least Master's degrees. 'I
Michael Monee,
Professor of Physics
Student Response to Freeman'
& Iyengar
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the columns by Yoni
Freeman and Nick Iyengar appearing in the last issue of
The College Voice. Freeman makes the completely
unfounded claim that Kerry's campaign was a ntiserable
failure, when even George W himself stated just the
opposite the day after the election. Bush won re-election
by the smallest margin of any president since Woodro~
Wilson in 1916. Freeman claims that Kerry a1ienat~d
Democrats, but ignores the multitudes of Republicans
who, disgusted with Bush's failures and his deceit voted
for Kerry. Freeman claims that Kerry's platform was
"We hate Bush, vote for us." If he had been paying any
attention, maybe Freeman would have noticed that
Kerry's campaign was an overwhelntingly positive one.
Fewer than 15% of his campaign ads were negative
attacks, compared to Bush, over half of whose campaign
ads were attacks against his opponent.
As if he couldn't dig himself into a bigger hole,
Freeman says "Look how far the US has COme sin~e
9111." We've invaded two sovereign countries, kiQ~d
thousands of innocent civilians and sent Over eleven
hundred of our soldiers to their deaths to find WM.D.s
that didn't exist. We still haven't captured Osama, war.
lords are running Afghanistan and Iraq, thousands of
U.S. jobs have been lost, healthcare prentiums are up,
and we've lost respect throughout the world. That's not
a record of which I'm proud. Surprised that Jews didn't
.. t 'I
continued on page 6
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who cannot possibly vote rationally?
No group should be ostracized based on their ideo-
logical beliefs. I do not ask that liberals agree with the
conservative viewpoint, but 1 do ask all Democrats to
show signs of maturity, respect. and civility when speak-
ing to the alternative party. When people discuss poli-
tics, they should listen to the other person, understand
their viewpoints, and politely state their own beliefs.
College is about understanding different perspectives
and the only way to achieve this goal is to create a sup-
portive and respectful environment that allows open dis-
cussion. Liberals, please practice the tolerance you
preach ... especially with conservatives.
Advice to All Angry Liberals
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
I thought students in a strong liberal arts college
would strive to expand their world perspective through
thoughtful discussions about religion, race, sexuality,
and politics, One of the reasons I transferred to
Connecticut C;ollege from Northeastern University was
because Iwanted to be surrounded by people who were
tolerant of other perspectives. [ soon came to realize that
some people in this school were extremely close-ntind-
ed and disrespectful to people who had different moral
and political beliefs, Those people ironically were the
liberals.
The results of this recent election caused many of my
liberal friends to label Republican voters as ignorant,
uneducated people who were unaware of the "impor-
tant" issues, dauntless instances of this intolerance for
Republicans ~ave occurred. Republican posters have
been ripped down, there have been disrespectful side-
o walk writings, and even the editors of the CONNtact
have made it blatantly clear that they do not support
Republicans.
Republicans are constantly being attacked and belit-
tled for their views on this campus. If you disagree, ask
anyone who's a Republican. Conservatives are a numer-
ical minority on this campus, yet unlike most minorities,
Republicans are not treated with the same respect and
protection on this campus. I am disappointed that mem-
bers of the administration have not regulated some of.
these verbal slanders, but I am not surprised, since a
majority of the faculty vote Democrat themselves.
The epitome of this intolerance for Republicans was
displayed in Zach West's editorial, "Of the Stupid, By
the Stupid, and For the Stupid" that was published last
week. In this article. West criticizes Republican voters
for not using their intellect when voting. He sums up his
point in the last paragraph by saying that "there are
many people in this country [Republicans] who are too
lazy to think, and that their asinine and myopic ways in
which they end up voting in harmony with conservative
platforms." This sentence is an example of the political
intolerance that is allowed to foster without regulation
on this campus.
West's diatribe against Republicans succeeds in
proving that even Democrats have the potential to be just
as insensitive as any bigot who believes that his/her ide-
ology is superior. Mr. West accuses the people who
voted for Bush as "too lazy to use their brains II when
voting. Please observe that not too many liberal students
are protesting the fact that Mr. West just labeled the
majority of Republican voters as ignorant, brainless, and
uninformed automatons that mindlessly vote their reli-
gion. In fact, most liberals cheer when people like Mr.
West or filmmaker Michael Moore portray the conserva-
tive party as mentally incompetent. It is ironic that most
liberals, who pride themselves on being open-minded,
politically correct, and understanding individuals, have
allowed themselves to make biased, prejudiced, and
deriding comments about a people who have ideological
differences. Democrats do not stop and realize that their
attitude of intellectual "superiority" to Republicans is
the same as Republican's belief of moral II superiority. II
Both groups should be more sensitive when dis-
cussing their beliefs. Liberals would be outraged if a
radical conservative wrote an editorial that said some
members of a certain minority group are "too lazy to use
their brains." An article like that would cause a lot of
hurt to that minority group because they would feel tar-
geted and discriminated against The writer would prob-
ably be socially reprimanded for being a racist and "The
Voice" would probably not publish another extreme arti-
cle like it
Do the liberals like Mr, West ever stop to ponder that
maybe their biases are hurtful and offensive to the con-
servative minority on this campus? Why is it that
Democrats are able to understand the socia-economic
difficulties that some minorities face, yet many liberals
fail to even comprehend conservative's cultural, ideo-
logical, and political views? Republicans are a just as
much a minority on this campus as African-Americans,
Latinos, Native-Americans, and Asians. Even though
they do not experience some of the same problems as the
listen groups, they do face open ridicule on a day to day
basis. Don't Republicans deserve the same polite respect
as these other minorities, or should we make up excuses
and still treat them as if th Y were unenlightened dolts
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HEADSTRONG FIGHT
; ADAM WEINBERG" THE HEBREW HAMMER
We are at a crossroad in history.
The combined results of the
Republicans capturing the presiden-
• cy and both houses of congress,
along with the social conservative
victories over equality for gays and
lesbians in 11 states, signifies a sud-
den shift in the pendulum of power
decisively to the right. For the
Republican Party and conservative
interests, this is a moment they can-
not fail to capitalize on. For the lib-
eral, progressive, and radical ele-
· ments of the country, this systemic
• development poses an incredible
: opportunity for organization that can
change history and launch a power-
ful new social movement inspired by
the civil rights movements of the
: 1960's while bolstered by modem
: ideas, techniques, and technologies.
, The movements of the 1960's,
including an extension of the civil
rights battles for racial and gender
equality that had started the previous
century, and an environmental
· movement that had been brewing
· since the tum of the century, explod-
ed with undeniable, though not total-
ly successful, impacts on the pres-
ent. Today we are on the brink of
new movements that the government
will without a doubt attempt to
- repress legislatively. Yet the cries of
mourning and desperation we hear
now are the pathetic voices of small
minds. Now is the time to join and
participate in groups that existed
before the election, now standing at
the ready, representing interests that
we intend to support and defend.
Now is also a time to reach out to
each other and find common ground.
This common ground cannot merely
be the loathing for a government or a
figurehead; instead, we must find
common ground in the ideals that we
strive for and the freedoms we
demand. As our neighbors' rights
come under attack, we must be able
and willing to put aside the particu-
larities of our causes and interests
and respond with overwhelming
force as a collective body.
The way to do this is by' reaching
out beyond the safety of our specific
houses, clubs, and communities and
finding those who value their rights
and liberties as we do. The fights for
minority and identity equality and
empowerment are inextricably
linked wirh class struggles, human
rights, and the fights for environ-
mental protection, and incredibly, all
of these interests appear to be under
the gun. This is not anything new,
governance under previous adminis-
trations did not particularly govern
just, but there is a new sense of
urgency now that can, and indeed
must be capitalized on if we are to
correct the reactionary tum this gov-
emment has taken. Those in power
will define security as long as we
remain fragmented and disheart-
ened. Now is the time for us to rede-
fine security and pursue our ideals
not in protest, but by purting down
the hammer and refusing to allow
this machine to make further inroads
into our lives. New England, as the
birthplace of the revolution, is a fit-
ting place to make a stand.
·THE SANCTIlY OF BIGOTRY
ZACHWEST" Go WEST, YOUNG MAN!
"TWo men or two women marry-
ing each other is a passport to hell!"
shrieked Katherine Hockenbarger,
an opponent of gay martiage, as she
protested gay marriages in
Massachusetts earlier this year.
Standing on
a n
American
flag and
h o l d i n g
signs, she
preached
holy damna-
tion at the
newlywed
gay couples
leaving the city hall, and unwittingly
provided living proof that dogmatic
hatred founded on ignorance is a
passport to mindless bigotry.
Unfortunately, many
Americans adhere to such mindless
bigotry, and - even more unfortu-
nately - they act on it. Last week,
the morally upright, God-fearing cit-
izens of this Great Republic voted
not only to reelect a dogmatic jack-
ass as president, but also to constitu-
tionally ban gay marriage in eleven
states. The justifications for banning
gay marriage are as unsound as they
are offensive. As Bush remarked
earlier this year, we are experiencing
"confusion on an issue that requires
clarity ... Marriage cannot be severed
from its cultural, religious and natu-
ral roots without weakening the
good influence of society.
Government, by recognizing and
protecting marriage, serves the inter-
ests of all."
I find the last sentence there par-
ticularly ironic. Well, not ironic; I
'think the word I'm looking for is
WRONG. Unless by 'all', of course,
he means 'everyone but gays'.
"Marriage cannot be severed
L from its cultural, religious and natu-
·ral roots without weakening the
: good influence of society" - sounds
good, but the argument lacks
cogency. In fact, substitute "slav-
ery" for "marriage" and you'd have
an argument identical to those used
'by antebellum slaveholders. Just
because a practice is old and cultur-
ally anchored does not mean that it is
good; bigotry ensconced in tradition
is still bigotry. Should we continue
i:liscriminating against homosexuals
•just because 'that's the way we've
· always done it'?
· . Allowing gay marriage would
"change the most fundamental insti-
tution of civilization"? Here Mr.
'Bush reveals his fundamental misun-
derstanding of this fundamental
institution. Marriage is, fundamen-
tally, a contract. A contract between
two men or twb women would
remain just as 'sacred' as that
between a man and a woman; mar-
riage would remain a contractual
bond between two adults who have
made a lifelong commitment to love
each other, in sickness and in health,
etc, etc.
Gay marriage is, we are told, "an
issue that requires clarity." Once
again, President "You're Either With
Us Or You're Against Us" Bush has
polarized an issue in an attempt to
blind people to the complexities
involved.
But this issue isn't nearly as
complex as it may seem. We are,
after all, dealing with a law. John
Locke, on whose philosophy we
based most of our constitution, said
in his Second Treatise on
Government that a law should serve
any .of three purposes:
I. To protect life;
2. To protect liberty; or
3. To protect estate (property).
And even though it is implicitly
included in the above three, a fourth
item was added by our founding
fathers: "the pursuit of happiness."
Now, down to brass tacks. Does
a law against gay marriage protect
life? No. Does it protect liberty?
No; in fact, it restricts liberty. Does
it protect property? Nope.
And does it protect the pursuit of
happiness? It certainly hinders that
pursuit for gays. What about hetero-
sexuals who are opposed to gay mar-
riage, and believe that the 'corrup-
tion' of this ancient and 'sacred'
institution is heresy?
The answer is simple: one indi-
vidual's pursuit of happiness CAN-
NOT be protected by limiting the
liberty of another human being. A
person's life can be protected by lim-
iting another's liberty; hence we
have laws against murder. A per-
son's property can be protected by
limiting another's liberty; hence we
have laws against theft. A person's
liberty can be protected by limiting
another's liberty; hence we have a
constitutional amendment abolish-
ing slavery. But, because concep-
tions of happiness are entirely sub-
jective, the state cannot protect a
person's pursuit of happiness by
restricting another person's liberty.
Hence we need a constitutional
amendment allowing, not banning,
gay marriage.
It is indeed ironic that, in a
society where over half of martiages
end in divorce, conservatives frame
their anti-gay-marriage arguments
around the so-called 'sanctity of
marria~'. If marriage is indeed so
continued on page 6
PURE EVIL
YONI FREEMAN " OCCUPIED TERRITORY
"... when the wicked beareth rule, the people
mourn." Proverbs 29:2
groups inciting this propaganda, allowing them free movement. Sure Arafat
is gone, but the reality on the ground is that someone like him will rise to
power. That is why even with elections, you should not deal with the "elect-
ed" leaders, because they are brought to power through that society. •
Granted, there will be a change in leadership, which I believe will b.
smarter than Arafat. Smarter in the sense for starters they will shave and
wear suits instead of military fatigues. They will be smart not in that they
will abandon their idea of destroying Israel and pushing the Jews into the
sea, but in how they work with foreign capitals. They will be smarter in how
they present their views, and they will be the kind of leaders who wo~ld
accept the 2000 Israel proposal for a state in Gaza and most of the "West
Bank," not because they see peace as an end, but because they see "peace"
as a tactic. Land ceded to them will not promote good neighborly relations,
but an opportunity for their murderous armies to expand in power. After
receiving this, and have no doubt this will probably occur in the future due
to heavy international pressure on Israel, their armies of terror will have got-
ten a push to achieving their goals of destroying Israel. '
Their goals of course will never be achieved, due to Israel's military
strength, but in the process this time a greater number of Jews are going to
lose their lives and maybe then the world will realize its mistakes. Ironically,
some today are talking about Arafat's "mistakes" and that is the extent of
their disaffection with Arafat. Not one country. in this world has condemned
Arafat, even as he no longer is here. Not one country called him what he was
- a mass murderer of Jews. "Diplomatic" speak you say? There is no room
for politics here. You either agree he was such a person, or you put yourself
in a camp blaming his victims.
Those "just" leaders expressing sadness for the death of the slaughterer
include people like Kofi Annan ("deeply moved"), Jimmy Carter ("powerful
human spirit"), Jacque Chirac ("a man of courage"), Nelson Mandela ("an
outstanding freedom fighter"), Tony Blair (he led his people to a "historic
acceptance"), Vladimir Putin ("heavy loss"), Hu Jintau ("Chinese people
lost a great friend"). And the list goes on. Leaders from the rest of the EU
Arafat friendly countries, African leaders, Brazil's president, others in Latin
America, and Asia all had much to say about Arafat. It is understandable that
some regimes in this world, many of them practicing the same "traditions"
of Arafat, laud this man. But the sickening part abour it is the presence of
countries which are "free" doing his bidding. Will not one of them spend
three minutes mourning the victims, rather than mourning the perpetrator? ]
suppose they will be attending Osama' s funeral?
Have no doubt. It is going to continue to be bloody for Israelis. It win
continue that way until people realize that it doesn't matter which leader is
in power and it doesn't matter who is talking to the cameras. What really
matters are the facts on the ground which everyone continues to deny. There
is a cult of death encompassing most of the population there. Peace can only
be achieved when the facts on the ground are changed. But this can't hap-
pen when you talk and appease Arab leaders who embolden these things an~
want this environment to stay that way. The death of Arafat brings no change
to the facts on the ground, what it does change is the image of Arafat to the
world being the one calling the shots. What does this mean? This means a
This week Yasser Arafat, the most hateful and
bitter enemy of the Jews since the times of
Adolph Hitler, died. It wasn't during an act' of
blowing oneself up, like he instructed his subjects
to do, but of causes he wasn't planning on expe-
riencing. Instead of entering a world Arafat
assured all those terrorists he gave suicide belts to
(72 virgins), Arafat will most likely be meeting many of his former com-
rades in a different situation. "
Perhaps the best description of feelings surrounding Arafat's disappear-
ance can be- exhibited with remarks made by two members of Israel's par-
liament. Member of Knesset (MK) Effie Eitam of the National Religious
Party had this to say, "There have been rare occasions in history where we
have met blood and flesh full of evil. On this day the blood of thousands of
our brothers cries out from the ground." MK Aryeh Eldad of the National
Union remarked, "Arafat was the biggest murderer of Jews since the
Holocaust of European Jewry. I have one good thing to say about him -
finally he is dead."
Arafat murdered left and right, wounded and orphaned thousands of
Jews during the last decades since being with the PLO terrorist group in the
1960s. This Islamic terrorist was not only responsible for planning and mas-
sacring Jews wherever they may be around the world and in Israel, but he
and his underlings butchered non-Israelis and non-Jews as well. As it has
been clearly documenred, it was his ideology of slaughter which have heen
seen put to use by Islamic terrorists all over the world, whether it be Al
Queda terrorists hijacking' planes and using them as missiles in the US,
whether it be Chechen Islamists massacring children in Beslan, or whether
it be blowing up public transportation in Spain. The wretch was responsible
for planting the seeds of sorrow in the homes of thousands of individuals in
Israel and others throughout the world. During just the years between 1993
and 2004, his terrorist group or Islamic groups he harbored murdered almost
1500 Jews and injured thousands, including maiming victims as well.
This gruesome individual may be dead, but his ideology lives on. This is
the main reason why the death of Arafat is not the dawn of a new day; it will
simply be a repeat of the day, the same day that has continued and meant
anguish for Jews in Israel and around the world since Arafat came to lead
the PLO and later the Palestinian Authority in the early 1990s. A day which
will not have Arafat immortalized physically, but mentally. Point of fact,
Arafat was never the problem - it was his brainwashed society which gave
way for such a leader to rise and be emboldened. And this society will con-
tinue to be brainwashed as long as the PLO and PA are in charge, giving
weapons for children to use against Jews. Indeed, a factory of death.
The Arabs in Judea, Samaria ("West Bank") and Gaza make up a socie-
ty which is ruled by the belief in the murder of Jews and Christians. They
are fed on a daily basis that the State of Israel must be destroyed. Militant
Islam has its way and controls all mediums which reach the populace using
a totalitarian nature. This is spread not just by the regime, but also' by the
media, schools and mosques. The regime also harbors these institutions and
BUSH'S ELECTION ADVANCES CAUSE OF SECULARISM
continued on page 6
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NICK IYENGAR"OUT IN RiGHT FIELD
In the aftermath of President Bush's reelection, many liberals shriek with
terror that Bush is on the verge of establishing a hard-line Christian theoc-
racy in the United States. Forget checks and balances, forget division of
power; with modest majorities in both chambers of Congress, Bush is going
to establish a state religion.
One wonders why these people are all that concerned about Bush in the
rust place - after all, the main thrust of the collective hysterics recently
exhibited by the left was that it would be safely into Canada by the time
Bush can complete the master plan anyway.
In seriousness, though, as is frequently the case,
the left could not be more wrong about Bush if they
tried. Bill Kristol of The Weekly Standard recently
made the fascinating point that President Bush,
more than any other person, has helped advance the
cause of secularism around the globe over"the past
few years. The left, it would seem, has been too
busy protesting stuff to actually pay attention.
In the months following the attacks of
September II, 200 I,President Bush led the fight to
remove the highly oppressive Taliban regime from
power in Afghanistan, The Taliban ruled Afghanistan's 28 million people
with an iron grip, preventing women from being outdoors without male
supervision, be it from a husband, father, or what-have-you. Women's rights
were unheard of, and one can only imagine the situation facing groups 'such
as homosexuals or ethnic minorities.
Today, Afghanistan has gone through the first democratic elections in its
history, which apparently have been accepted as free and legitimate. 28 mil-
lion people have been released from the unparalleled darkness of funda-
mentalist Islamic rule, and they can primarily thank America's soldiers and
commander in chief, President Bush.
Similarly, under Bush's leadership, America is working to crush the rad-
ical Islamists holding hostage the process toward Iraqi democratization.
Fundamentalist clerics, hand in hand with jihadists currently control a few
Iraqi towns, such as Fallujah, Ramadi and Samarra. From these towns in the
Sunni Triangle, the Islamists allegedly have been directing the widespread
"insurgency" (i.e., terror campaign) throughout Iraq. President Bush has not
allowed these towns to fester as cancers of Islamic hate, and this week
America's bravest, along with Iraq's new security force, delved into Fallujah
and began draining the swamp.
Meanwhile, the left clamors for secularism in America. Ironically, the
foreign countries most admired by the left for their thorough secularism
have been the same ones which have done the most to preserve oppressive
government around the world. France, a country in which all religions are
suppressed by the state, has opposed at every tum the American fight to roll
back a terrorist dictator, and then fundamentalist Islam in Iraq. Liberals laud
France and its European friends for their "principled resistance" to
American imperialism, neglecting the fact that France lost billions of dollars
in business deals with Saddam Hussein after his removal. Could this be a
motivation for France's desire to maintain the status quo?
After fighting the removal of Saddam Hussein, a se.cular dictator, most
of Europe still refuses to help pacify Iraq. Europe and the American left
claim to value secularism, but when a free, democratic and secular Iraq is
under threat by a gang of Islamist thugs, no support is provided (with the
notable exception of the British, who are only present because Prime
continued on page 6
THE COLUMN THAT NEVER WAS
Or maybe we should just call it Conn, since that name sucks. OK, here are
the suggestions.
The courtyard between KB, Larrabee, Smith, and Burdick should be
replaced by an enormous trampoline. Just think abour it: if you lived in
Smith, rather than being 80 steps from your friend in KB, you could jump
off the roof and be 4 bounces away. Plus, if you had good timing, you could
double-bounce somebody all the way to Hartis.
The green should have a dude wandering around it who gives out free
cold drinks (except during winter, of course.) I'm too lazy to go all the way
to my room, and my cooler sucks so the ice all melts and my budweis- uh, I
mean cokes - all get warm.
Campus Safety should drive souped-up Escalades instead of minivans,
and should be required to lend them to any student who requests that they do
so.
I should be given a fulltime scholarship, so that 1 can take the 40,000 dol-
lars and begin the construction of my giant, adult-weight-supporting
Discovery Zone at my house. Admit it. .. playing tag in a Discovery Zone
now would be as fun as ever, but those stupid things can only support
munchkins half my size.
Lebron James, Carmelo Anthony, and Yao Ming should be declared eli-
gible for Division ill basketball, and should then apply (and be accepted) to
Conn. Ditto Andy Roddick for tennis, Freddy Adu for soccer, and Michael
Phelps for swimming. We'd own NESCAC like Ted Turner owns ... well ...
everything.
People with rooms adjacent to mine (that includes the singles on both
sides of mine, as well as the 3 rooms on the floor above me) should be forced
to move somewhere else. Sorry guys, you're all good neighbors, but it's nec-
essary for my plan of knocking down walls/ceilings and putting in a half-
court gym ~l my room. Also, people who Jive in anr room on lbe oth~J side
continued on page 6
ANDREW MEYER" I HAVE ADD
This week's writing process was very interest-
ing. I think. I've now set a record for "most aban-
doned columns in one week." I hope they put my
record next to Kobayashi's "Most Hot Dogs Eaten"
record (which is 53.5 in 12 minutes if I remember
correctly), because he is the man. So before I get to
the column that I actually finished, I figure I'll give
you a sampling of all the columns that I almost
wrote, but abandoned halfway through.
A Guide to Procrastination: They say "write what you know" ... and
what do I know better than procrastinating? Well, I guess there's cookies. I
know those pretty damn well. But this is right up there. Unfortunately, I
decided to put it off for another week.
This Week's Events: But then I realized that nothing significant hap-
pened this week.
10 Reasons Why The Yankees Will Win Next Year: Reason 1 -
Steinbrenner's Wallet. However, every other reason basically came back to
that one, so it wasn't very interesting.
10 Reasons Why The Mets Will Win Next Year: Reason I - they suck.
Hmmrn ... perhaps this wasn't a good idea after all ...
What I Did This Week: Uh ... I ate a lot. .. and slept a lot ... and went
to class (sometimes) ... not too exciting.
Ok, so maybe I only had five failed columns. But it felt like a lot when
I was writing them, OK? BACK OFF! Anyway, on to the column I finally
decided on ... Things I'd like to see at Conn. Don't get me wrong, I love our
campus, but it's far from perfect. However, with these suggestions, I think
we ca,take the next step towards becoming the loolest place on earth: A
place so cool, that popsicles grow on trees. It cotl'td be called Popsicleville,
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Bridget Jones Sequel is a Sizeable Barrel of Laughs;"
Bridget Jones fans have been waiting
with baited breath for the sequel to the orig-
inal hit film. Based on Helen Fielding's best-
selling novel that explores the trials and
tribulations of an endearing "singleton,"
Bridget Jones: Tile Edge of Reason, previ-
ously scheduled to debut November 19th,
will instead hit the theaters on November
12th.
When last we saw Bridget (Renee
Zellweger), she was embracing Mark Darcy
(Colin Firth) on a snowy London street.
Unfortunately, she is still a long way from
becoming a Smug Married Woman in the
sequel. Bridget Jones: Tile Edge of Reason
sees Zellweger, Firth, and Hugh Grant all
reprise their original roles, with hilarious
and charming consequences.
The accomplished Darcy is supportive
and tolerant of (nearly) all of Bridget's tiny
jealousies-in her obsessive mind, why
wouldn't every woman in London, including
Mark's new long-legged, drop-dead, "1-
alway s- say -the- righ t- thing-at-al l- times"
intern, want to lure him away from a plump,
opinionated, and sometimes inappropriate
girlfriend? With the entry of the leggy
woman, Bridget's pink clouds of bliss begin
to tum gray as her attacks of self-doubt put
her relationship with Darcy to a sore test.
And just when things couldn't get any more
complicated, Bridget's former boss, woman-
izing heartthrob Daniel Cleaver (Grant),
sails into view.
Zellweger returns to the screen as a size-
14 Bridget at her neurotic best (yes, she got
paid millions for eating to her heart's con-
- "
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tent. Aren't we all jealous?), this time cele-
brating her triumph of being with Darcy for
six weeks, four days and seven hours. But it
doesn't take long for the "fatally incompati-
ble" couple's honeymoon to reach an abrupt
end. As she agonizes over her relationship
with her hard-won lover, Bridget asks the
difficult question, "Once you've found true
love, how do you make it last forever?"
Finding Darcy's habit of folding under-
pants simply too hard to take, Bridget
dumps him and mocks his upper-class back-
ground and schooling at Eton, which she
amusingly describes as "a fascist institution
where they stick a poker up your arse and
you're not allowed to remove it for the rest
of your life."
Fortunately, the film does not dwell too
much on soul-searching and is packed with
hilarious moments, including Zellweger
skydiving in a neon orange and yellow
jumpsuit for her job as a TV journalist. Her
adventures range from battling smoking and
weight gain to a skiing mini-break trip that
goes horribly wrong and a drug smuggling
scam in Thailand. Along the way, she even
receives a kiss from the leggy brunette she
feared was having an affair with Darcy.
Of course, a big part of interest in this
film stems from the fact that there are two
gorgeous actors with very sexy British
accents in it: Hugh Grant and Colin Firth. In
the first film, the pair famously smashed
through a restaurantwindow during a scrap.
Fans will have to see the sequel to ascertain
who comes out on top in their ultimate fight,
which takes place in London's Hyde Park
and sees both actors plunging into a foun-
~.,'
By GOZDE ERDENtZ
,. -
continued on page 6 Movie stars Hugh Grant, Renee Zel/weger, and Colin Firth return to Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason, scheduled to hit theaters across the country on November 12th.
Artistic Families Continue with
Ingenuity at ALVALegacies 2004
U2'sAtomic Bomb is Explosively Good:
-- -
By ANDREA RODESCHINI
their mother and aunt - each establishing a name for
his/herself. Ceramic artist Brewster Brockmann cur-
rently lives in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico where he is the
proprietor of the Galeria Olinala and Director of the
HuanacaxtJe Clay Workshop. Right alongside Brewster
is his versatile brother, Guillermo "Pipo" Brockmann
who received his MFA in Ceramics from the Cranbrook
Academy of Art and his BFA in Painting from the Rhode
Island School of Design. For his excellence in painting,
he was awarded the Gordon Peers award. Lastly, Tatiana
Brockmann earned her BFA in Photography from Bard
College in 2000 and displays her collections in the U and
Mexico.
This eclectic mixture of talent opens to the public
with a gallery talk with the artists at 4:30pm followed by
a reception from 5:30-7:30 on Saturday, November 13.
Legacies 2004 will be on view during regular gallery
hours thereafter, Tuesday through Friday from 11-
5:30pm and Saturdays by appointment only until
December 17,2004. The ALVA Gallery is located right
around the corner from our campus at 54 State Street in
New London. Make a point to visit the exposition in
your free time to experience an afternoon surroundedby
the ingenuity and creativity of this prolific family of
artists. For more information, call 860-437-8664.
For a band whose last studio album won seven
Grarnmy Awards and a recent Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame nomination, legends U2
have high expectations to meet
in their upcoming album. The
2000 Grammy winner, All That
You Can't Leave Behind, had
four huge hits and sold more
than 10 million copies world
wide. The album's "Elevation
Tour" sold out across the US
and Canada and helped the
band become the highest gross-
ing act for 2001. The album and
tour put to rest any doubts that
the band had lost its musical
genius since the 1987 classic
The Joshua Tree.
Featuring the same four
man lineup since its inception
28 years ago, U2's upcoming
release How to Dismantle an Atomic Bomb exceeds
expectations. While there are no mega hits, as on Leave
Behind and The Joshua Tree, the album is still a great lis-
ten from start to finish, featuring top-notch songwriting,
musicianship, and a collection of styles that cover U2's
storied catalog.
The album, out November 23, starts with the single.
"Vertigo," which has that catchy-riff, anthem-quality
that will recall Leave Behind. Though not as solid on,
first listen, it is a song that will definitely grow on you»
which is shown by its current position at Number I in
the Modern Rock charts,
"Vertigo" is also featured in
: Ipod commercials.
The third track;
"Sometimes You Can't Make
It on Your Own:' a soft bal-
lad featuring simple guitar
and drums, is my favorite on
the album. Think of it as a
"Where the Streets Have No
Name" type of song. Lead"
singer Bono's voice is partie-
ularly strong throughout and
he sings, "You don't have to
put up a fight/you don't have
to always be right. .. let me :
take some of the punches fou I'
you tonight." Bono wrote the
song for his late father and
refers to the many nights he sat by his father's bedside.
The song will be featured in the December 2 episode of
the popular TV show, "The O.c."
The next song, "Love and Peace or Else:' is another
favorite. It begins with a dark introduction of Bono
By PAUL DRYDEN
AssOCIATEA&E EDITOR
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The ALVA Gallery will launch its sixth annual
Legacies 2004 series this Saturday, November 13 which
will present the work of the Brewster and Brockmann
families. This exhibition honors a family with multiple
generations of artists. The Gallery pays tribute to the
work of sisters, Patience Brewster and Marlee Brewster
Brockmann, andMarlee's children - Brewster, Pipo, and
TatianaBrockmann. This exposition promises to appeal
to a wide range of styles and tastes within the art realm.
Each artist displays mastery in various mediums
ranging from children's book illustrator to photography
to ceramics. Over her twenty-year career, Patience
Brewster has illustrated more than twenty-five children's
books and appeared in The New York Times Best
Illustrated Books for Children. She graduated from the
Philadelphia College of Art with her BFA in
Printmaking. Her sister, Marlee Brewster Brockmann
spent most of the 1970's and 80's inMexico (where her
children were born) after she graduated from the Rhode
Island School of Design. She is known for her incan-
descent landscapes of Mexico and New England and can
be: found in private collections throughout North
America. Her children have followed in the footsteps of
Jump Off the Lost? Find Angela Shelton
Bandwagonl
Write for
The Voice ...
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Normally in my column I give
you three different reviews. This
week, however, I found something
so extraordinary that it warrants
completely taking over Bandwagon.
sexual predators.
One of the most touching stories is that of the anonymous
Angela Shelton, whom we never actually meet, but we hearher
voice and her story in phone conversations. She was physical-
ly and emotionally abused by her father who told her she was
"lower than a dog." Having become an alcoholic, she believes
those words.
However, through the persistent efforts of filmmaker
Angela Shelton, anonymous Angela Shelton begins to rebuild.
At the end of the film we find out that she is now in rehab.
Not all of the Angela Sheltons in the film are abuse victims.
Angela Shelton Missouri is a happy mother of two, and Angela
Shelton Kansas is a middle school band teacher who states that
she's only 31 and has her whole life ahead of her. Angela
Shelton South Carolina is an investigator that tracks sexual
predators.
Ironically, filmmakers Angela Shelton's father lives in the
same town as Angela Shelton South Carolina. Angela Shelton
South Carolina encourages filmmaker Angela Shelton to con-
front her father on Father's Day, and actually joins her on the
trip. The confrontation is shocking, emotional, and frustrating
both for Angela and the audience.
Searching for Angela Shelton is about more than Angela
Shelton. It's a brilliant film that will open your eyes and possi-
bly some wounds, begging you to question the world in a
whole new way,
Many of the Angela Sheltons talk about faith. Filmmaker
Angela Shelton states that her journey has restored her faith in
the universe. Searching for Angela Shelton is a truly encourag-
ing experience, and I suggest you find out what I mean first-
hand ... and then spread the word.
For more information on filmmaker Angela Shelton
andSearching for Angela Shelton as well as resources for abuse
survivors, visit www.searchingforaelashelton.com.
• • •
This summer 1 saw an episode
of 48 Hours Investigates about film-
maker Angela Shelton and a docu-
mentary she made about herself, and
all the Angela Sheltons in America.
Searching [or Angela Shelton
"==========- starts out at the California home of
" filmmaker Angela and treks through
the US as each Angela tells her story. Here's the funny thing:
24 out of the 40 Angela Sheltons were raped, beaten, or molest-
ed at some point in their lives. including filmmaker Angels
Shelton, that's 25.
• Filmmaker Angela Shelton - along with her stepsister and
half-brother - was molested by her father at a very young age.
For her this is a project in self-reflection - an attempt to put her
past behind her.
On a larger scale, this film is a project that surveys
American women.Sea/t'lling for Angela Shelton is a beacon
breaking the silence of not only Angela Sheltons, but other
women who are or have been in abusive situations.
We meet Angela Shelton New York, a woman who was
repeatedly abused by her husband in front of her young daugh-
ter. She is now seeking a degree in psychology. We meet
kngela Shelton Virginia, who has just begun starting a new life
,~ her own house after leaving a husband who beat her. We
meet Angela Shelton Washington whose grandmother married
two different men 0 were not only wife-batterers, but also
EMILY MORSE
Jump Off the Bandwagon!
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Looking for a pre-
dictable and brainless read?
Then James Patterson's
Sam's Leiters to Jennifer is
th~perfect book for you. In
a failed attempt to match his
2001 bestseller, Suzanne's
Diary for Nicholas, James
Patterson wrote and released
his pew est romance novel,
Saf,rt's Letters to Jennifer,
last :June. Patterson is best
known for his thrilling Alex
Cross novels, which are by
no.. means literary master-
pieces. but are at least smart
su~nseful, and entertain~
i0lt·: Suzanne's Diary for
Nionolas, a tear-jerking love
story set in Martha's
Vineyard, was Patterson's
first departure from the
thriller genre. Though sappy,
the characters of Suzanne's
Diary for Nicholas are like-
able and the story offers a
few interesting twists.
This is not the case with
sfl(J:i:s Letters to Jennifer.
The:novel is largely corn-
prised of letters written by
Sam, an elderly woman liv-
ing in Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin, to her grand-
daughter, Jennifer, a young
widow and columnist for the
Chicago Tribune. One day,
Sam falls and elapses into a
coma. A distressed Jennifer
returns to Lake Geneva to
care for her ailing grand-
mother. While she is staying
in her grandmother's home,
Jennifer discovers that Sam
has been writing letters that
explain her entire life story
to Jennifer. Jennifer reads a
few letters every day
between visits to Sam in the
hospital and learns that her
grandmother has a secret
lover. Meanwhile, a child-
hood friend, Brendan,
retums to Lake Geneva and
sparks fly between him and
Jennifer. After Brendan and
Jennifer begin their roman-
tic tryst, Brendan reveals
that he has a chronic disease.
A coma, a chronic dis-
ease, a widow, a secret love,
a revived childhood
romance, a tender relation-
ship between a grandmother
and granddaughter - sounds
like the perfect formula for a
tear-jerking tale, right? But
the only reason anyone
would shed tears reading
this novel is because they
have wasted their valuable
time reading such a poorly
written book. Patterson
pours on the sentimentality
so thick that it seems like his
one goal is to draw tears at
the expense of quality writ-
ing. As a reader, I felt my
intelligence was insulted by
Patterson's painfully obvi-
ous efforts to appeal to my
emotions. His attempts to
win the reader's sympathy
by making Jennifer's situa-
tion increasingly worse are
forced and over-the-top.
The plot is painfully pre-
dictable, and the characters
are flat, weak, and unlikable.
Even the relationship
between Jennifer and her
grandmother is unbeliev-
able. Furthermore, the
vocabulary and style is so
elementary. However, the
novel does serve some pur-
pose for all aspiring writers
out there. If this novel is
considered to be worthy of
publishing, then there is a
good chance that anyone
with at least a fifth grade
reading level can be pub-
lished.
Dance Club Got Impressive "Turn-Out" at Fall Show
By ERIN RUSSELL
STAll WRITER
The Connecticut College
Dance Club presented their
anngal fall performance,
entitled "It AIl Depends on
the Tum-Out," on November
4th, 5th, and 6th to sold-out
audiences in Martha Myers
Studio Theater.
Choreographed and pro-
duced entirely by students,
this year's fall show boasted
a greater variety of styles
and a larger number of
pieces than shows of previ-
ous years,
After a warm welcome
from House Manager
Morrigan McCarthy, the
show opened with the first
of fourteen pieces, Try My
Sky, .a modem dance choreo-
graphed by Megan
Macfarlane. Performed to
"Little Fluffy Clouds" by
ORB, the piece was danced
by, 'Mara Forbes, Kate
March, Jessica Noe, and Jen
Reilly, whose fluid move-
ments and upward gazes
•
•
·.
enacted the image presented
in the title.
In Her Let Down, chore-
ographed by Molly Lieber,
dancers Candan OdOI
Bayraktar, Zoe Chapin,
Katherine Egan, Samantha
Fast, Eva Glaser, Samantha
Lee, and Coco Yang donned
eccentric, mismatched cos-
tumes and performed with
great intensity and purpose.
In a departure from the
modem trend established by
the first two pieces, Back of
the Bus, an energetic hip-
hop piece choreographed by
Ali Hollowell, offered the
audience an upbeat crowd-
pleaser. The studio trans-
formed into a club as
dancers Christina Comfort,
Rebecca Elias, Sarah
Grimaud, Ali Hollowell,
Sydney Lalonde, Fiona
MacLean, Emily Mahoney,
Avalon Paul, and Jenna
Petok entered the stage with
the okay of bouncers.
The tone quickly
changed as Sarah Wright
took the stage to perform her
raw and personal piece,
uncover. Sarah not only
danced to and choreo-
graphed the piece, but she
also arranged the music for
it. Wearing everyday cloth-
ing, Sarah entered the stage
yelling to relieve her frustra-
tions and moved with care-
ful purpose, which made the
dance seem intimately
human.
Next came a modern
piece choreographed by
Cara Angela Ligouri.
Contretemps, performed by
Amy Tennant Adams,
Jordan Chase-Iacobsen,
Katherine Egan, Samantha
Lee, and Cara Angela
Liguori, proved to be a com-
pelling dance with a love
story woven into the chore-
ography. Ligouri boldly dis-
robed before the audience as
her love interest admired
from afar while the other
dancers continued to per-
form around her.
The pace of the show
picked up with Divided, a
piece choreographed by
Mara Forbes. Dancers Zoe
Chapin, Samantha Fast,
Ginny Fuller, Jen Reilly,
Sarah Wright, and Coco
Yang donned glow-in-the-
dark star shirts and per-
formed to the sounds of
"Mzekezeke Storotoro," by
Thembisa. The combination
of the music, celestial cos-
tumes, and exacting move-
ments created a futuristic
atmosphere.
This atmosphere was
quickly shattered" when
Elisabeth A. Miller's The
Leaves are Falling, Losing
Poems began. This haunting
piece was performed by
dancers Corinna Beale,
Maggie Bennett, Molly
Lieber, Sara Skinner, and
Anne Sussman in an eerie
setting created by scattered
piles of bare sticks and old-
fashioned wooden chairs.
The dancers wore Victorian-
style slip dresses and main-
tained solemn facial expres-
sions as they danced with a
sense of purpose and yearn-
ing, contributing to the chill-
ing feel of the piece.
After a short intermis-
sion, Allison Zelman's All
that Jazz took over the entire
studio. Although I have to
admit that I was disappoint-
ed to see All that Jazz, a
piece performed at just
about every dance competi-
tion or recital in the country,
in the program, the impres-
sive size and energy level of
the cast made up for the rel-
atively unoriginal choice of
music. Dancers Can dan
OdUI Bayraktar, Sarah
Chandler, Christina
Comfort, Sophia Day,
Tracey Fried, Julie Freese,
Eva Glaser, Fiona MacLean,
Sarah McKitterick, Emily
Mahoney, Kate March,
Jessica Noe, Avalon Paul,
Jenny Dare Paulin, Amanda
LIZ BRADLEY
Trailblazer
Need a caffeine fix'! Tired of the cookie-cutter feel of corporate coffee
chains? The Muddy Waters Cafe is the only true coffee shop in downtown
New London and offers a distinctive alternative to your ordinary Starbucks
experience.
Its style can be described as "eclectic" and the atmosphere is cozy with
chairs, couches, and original artwork clinging to walls while the windows
overlook the Thames River. Owner Barry Neistat is proud of his business,
which he took over and renamed from Mugz last year when the previous
owners moved.
He claims the shop has been "cleaned up" and improved. He also boast-
ed that he has a "good local following" with plenty of regulars, which is evi-
dent upon arrival even for a newcomer.
Once you go, it's obvious why people keep coming back. The ambiance
of this local find can't be touched by Starbucks or the Border's Cafe. Some
people enjoy the familiarity ofa Starbucks because you know exactly what's
there (even if you don't know how to order it) because it's just the same as
Starbucks' other thousand locations. If all you want is a cup of overpriced
coffee to go, then by all means Starbucks is for you. However, if you're look-
ing for a place to chill out with a unique atmosphere and sense of ccmmuni-.
ty, you need to check out Muddy Waters. It has everything corporate coffee
shops are lacking with coffee that meets the precedent set by the big money
chains.
In addition to awesome coffee, the cafe has plenty to keep your stomach
happy. They serve a plethora of fresh baked goods, breakfast, soups, sand-
wiches, salads, and other delectable delights. With Harris food seeming to
get worse by the day, it's time to splurge and buy something that's actually
delicious for once.
One thing you come to realize quickly is that Muddy Waters is more than
a mere coffee shop. One patton described the Muddy Waters Cafe as the
"center of cultural exchange" in New London. Every Sunday afternoon at 2
p.m. there is an open mike for anyone who may be interested. The creative
styling of everyone from local poets to singer-songwriters fills the shop. It's
a great time to go and chill out or make a contribution of your own.
The Muddy Waters Cafe has live music on most Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday nights. These are local musicians who sign up to play. The cafe is
always looking for more talented performers. whether they want to sign up
for a spot to play music or read something they've written. It's an ideal forum
for students to display their creativity. Another opportunity for Connecticut
College students to get involved is by contributing artwork. Much of the art
on display is from local artists and the cafe is always looking for new pieces.
While New London has many choices in spots to go for coffee breaks,
many of them are not true coffee shops. At Muddy Waters, coffee is their
only business and they aim to please. One of the competing shops is '
Greene's Books and Beans. This spot is more like a peculiar gift shop that
happens to have coffee than an actual cafe.
The focus at Greene's Books and Beans is a selection of new and used
books as well as other "gifts for the mind and spirit." The merchandise varies
from quirky to creepy with a large assortment of books on things such as
palm reading, witchcraft, spirituality, and nature. They also have a significant.
selection of healing stones. It all seems a bit eccentric to me, but to each his
own. It's an interesting place to take a look if you're into that sort of thing,
but if all you're looking for is coffee and a bite to eat, Greene's Books and
Beans doesn't come close to offering. the variety of coffee, other beverages.
and food that Muddy Waters has.
Both shops are located on Bank Street in the heart of downtown New
London overlooking the water. The Muddy Waters Cafe is at 42 Bank St. and
is open until 9 p.m. on most nights. Call (860)442-1684 for details. Greene's
Books and Beans keeps early hours and is only open until 4 p.m. on week-
ends and 5 p.m. on weekdays. It can be found at J 40 Bank St. Call (860)443-
3312 for more information on Greene's.
continued on page 6
Tuition:
$40,000
Keeping up with seasonal J. Crew fashions:
$2,000
Sport Utility Vehicle with a
Massachusetts licensee plate:
$37,000
Bailing yourself out of New London County Jail after
getting arrested at Mug Night:
$500
Writing for The College Voice:
Priceless~
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Egan, Ginny Fuller, Samantha Lee,
Cara Ligouri. Lisa Rothstein, and
Sara Skinner expressed the intensity
of the music through precise and
abrupt movements while maintain,
ing their graceful composures.
Despite the leaking roof on
Thursday night, the Dance Club Fall
Performance went smoothly thanks
to an outstanding cast and crew that
made the show possible. The
production and Support Staff con-
sisted of Zoe Chapin, Eva Glaser,
Kate March, Jessica Noe, Allison
Smith, Concetta Duncan, Heidi
Henderson, Caroline Martin, Cyan
Maroney, Ryan Metzler, Lindsey
Rose, Jerry Ziegler, Julia Griffin,
Morrigan McCarthy, David
Dorfman, Dan Wongoner, Lan-Lan
Wang, Robyne Watkin, Richard
Schenk, and the rest of the Dance
Club Board.
As usual, the Connecticut
College Dance Club delivered ian
entertaining show performed by an
incredibly talented cast. Given the
huge success of last weekend's
show, it is safe to assume that the
Dance Club did, indeed, get the
"tum out" that they desired.
CCDems and Reps Discuss Projects Dance Club Got Good "Turn-Out"
continuedfrom page 5
and heartwarming piece that cap-
Poe, Beret Remak, Jen Reilly, Sarah tured the essence of close friendship.
VanHoogenstyn, Allison Smith, Each dancer's movements depended
Katie Williams, and Allison Zelman, entirely on the other dancer, which
wearing fishnets and sexy red made for a beautifully harmonious
garters, strutted their stuff to the • duet.
sounds of Chicago. THSCKJ, performed to "The
Ani Javian's modern piece, Experience" by Urban Species, was
Sideways Grains, performed by choreographed by Coco Yang. Halee
dancers Amy Tennant Adams, Mara Beucler, Caitlin Braun, Samantha
Forbes, Ginny Fuller, Molly Lieber, Fast, Sarah Fleet, Taiji Iwase,
Megan Macfarlane, and Coco Yang, Jessica Noe, Jen Reilly, Katie Vason,
used wooden chairs as another medi- and Sarah Wright danced to this
urn on which to execute the intri- modern piece with unbounded ener-
cately timed movements. gy and exact precision.
Next was a piece performed en For the first time in Dance Club
pointe and choreographed by Sarah history, the fall show featured a tra-
Fleet, whose innovative ballets have ditional African dance. In Caged
become a staple in the Dance Club's Songs of an Ageless Drum, choreo-
continuedfrom page 1 faces the all-too-real problem of balancing her career shows. Danced by Corinna Beale, graphed by Avalon L. Paul, dancers
Other writing credits include "True Colors," "Mr. and her role as a mother. Jacqueline Cousineau, Sarah Fleet, Candan OdOI Bayraktar, Caity
Baseball," "Junior," "Goldenfiye,' "Meet Joe Black," The film will be directed by Anthony Minghella, Jenn Huizenga, Hannah Krivis, Baptiste, Rebecca Elias, Tracey
"Summer Catch," "The Adventures of Pluto Nash," and who is well-known for his work on ''The English Dasha Lavrennikov, Kaitlin Morse, Friend, Avalon L. Paul, Jenna Petok,
most recently "Maid in Manhattan." Patient," "The Talented Mr. Ripley," and "Cold Charlotte Stabenau, and Katie Jen Reilly, and Katie Vason swayed
Currently, Wade is in the process of completing a Mountain," all of which were also based on best-selling Vason, La Redecourverte mixed tra- to the beats of West African drum-
script for the Miramax Film adaptation of Allison's novels. ditional ballet moves with an upbeat mers.
Pearson's best-selling novel, "I Don't Know How She For more information on Kevin Wade and his tempo and inventive use of space. The show ended with Mercy
Does It." upcoming appearance at Conn, members of the campus An Approximation of Us, or The Driven, an intense piece masterfully
The film, staring Nicole Kidman, is about the daily community can consult the calendar of events on Maggie and Molly Duet followed choreographed by Amy Tennant
trials of Kate Reddy. This successful business woman Camel Web or call media relations at extension 2505. Fleet's piece. Hardly accompanied Adams to the sounds of Clint
J B d d
· I by music, Maggie Bennett and Mansell and Rob Dougan. Dancers_ oar Hosts Dessert an Dta ogue Molly Li;ber performed an intimate Amy Tennant Adams, Katherine
------co-n....,...tin-ue---,.dfi....,...ro-m-p-ag~e 1 The sanction depends on the transgressor's history; Bridget Jones Sequel: A Lot of Laughs
explanation of Judicial Procedure. In any situation, the probationary students are treated more severely, and
process begins with a member of the Connecticut first-time offenders are treated with greater leniency. As
College community submitting a written complaint to students at Conn, J-Board members, like junior Jason
the Office of the Dean of Student Life, the Case Review Fitzgerald, understand the position of accused students,
Team determining an adjudication process, and a mem- having experience both on J-Board and standing before
ber of the Dean of Student Life meeting with the accused J-Board. He believes that his experiences allow him to
student. Then, the student may follow one of two cours- "offer· a unique perspective because of [his] previous
es: by accepting responsibility for the violation, a stu- experience." Indeed, such perspectives have led to the
dent surpasses an appearance before the Judicial Board recent ruling that when campus safety breaks up a party,
and instead undergoes an administrative disposition. If those in attendance shall not be held accountable except
the student denies responsibility for the infraction, he or for the social host.
she is referred to the College Judicial Board or Connecticut College prides itself on the trust and
Adjudication Team. Acceptance or denial results in a respect afforded students. The Judicial Board is just one
judicial sanction, which may be appealed. institution indicative of such attitudes. Sophomore J-
Although no specific policy has been established to Board Representative Kip Doble expresses his apprecia-
determine specific punishments for particular offenses, tion of it, saying, "I think one of the best things about the
J-Board members attempt to deal penalties that will help school is the Honor Code, and it's great that students are
the offender, the community, and the victim learn from judged by their peers, not just faculty or administrators."
his or her mistakes. At times, the Judicial Board grants Connecticut College continues to uphold its demo-
"creative" sanctions, such as writing a paper or perform- cratic endeavors and student interests.
ing community service.
continued from page 1
efforts over the past few months, Saldana stated, "With
the majority of the American population clearly behind
us, we feel that the presence and efficiency of our chap-
ter will increase and tum the Connecticut College
Republicans into the cohesive and potent organization it
can and will be."
Listro remarked on the CC Democrats' attitude
regarding the results of the election: "Although Bush
won re-election, CCDems had a big impact on many of
the local races, and all of our members should be proud.
In politics you win some and you lose some, but when
you do lose, you need to get back on your feet and do
everything in your power to make sure it doesn't happen
again."
the student body can identify with and who [they] feel
will demonstrate the variety present in the Republican
Party."
Looking to the future, both clubs intend on playing
active roles in the upcoming mid-term elections. Saldana
said, "The next major campaign we will be working on
is the 2006 re-election campaign for Rob Simmons.
However, we will also be lending our support to the var-
ious municipal campaigns that take place." Likewise,
Listro noted, "We are anxious to begin working on both
the local elections of 2005 and the 2006 congressional
and gubernatorial races, all
of which are just around the corner."
Reflecting on the implications of their campaign
Screenwriter Wade to Speak at Conn
THE SANCTIlY OF BIGOTRY
:: ZACH WEST • Go WEST, YOUNG MAN!
· continuedfrom page 3
'sacred' , one would think that many would be calling not only to ban gay marriage, but also to outlaw divorce; sure-
ly both practices are equally offensive to God, and equally detrimental for society. Clearly, then, at stake here is not
< the sanctity of marriage per se, but the sanctity of bigotry itself - and bigotry is the one 'sacred institution' that the
:: dogmatic fools of this country will defend to the last.•
PURE EVIL
YONI FREEMAN. OCCUPIED TERRITORY·----------------------:-----;...,,---,• continuedfrom page 3
new initiative to "peace" is in order. And we all know what these initiatives have resulted in, whether they have been
in 1993 (Oslo Accords), 1998 (\Nye River), 2000 (Camp David) or 2003 (Roadmap). Every single one of these
schemes for peace with the PLO has resulted in sadness in Israel throughout history. Continuing these initiatives
lengthens these facts on the ground, by bolstering the regimes and institutions which spread and contain this cult of
:' death, instead of working to weaken them. In the end the only "peace" seen will be the word itself on Israeli tomb-
stones.
If there is to be peace the world must work to remove the cancer from the society, the cancer which brainwash-
es the Arabs on a daily basis. Removing that cancer starts with isolating the regime and cutting off international
funds to it. Additionally, the regime must cease to be looked at as a partner for "peace." There will never be a peace-
ful resolution as long as there is a leadership which shouts "peace" in English and "Jihad" in Arabic. I pray this time
it will take less then 1500 Israelis murdered for the world to finally wake up.
BUSH'S ELECTlONADVANCES CAUSE OF SECULARISM
NICK IYENGAR. OUT IN RIGHT FIELD
: ----------------------------co-n-t""'in-u-e-d;-jr.-;:"o-m-p-a-g-e-:3
Minister Blair is not afraid to go contrary to public opinion.)
Why the extensive hypocrisy on the part of the left? Where are the women's rights activists giving Bush credit
for freeing millions of women from the grip of dictatorship and fundamentalist Islam? Where are gay rights activists
thanking Bush for freeing large numbers of homosexuals from the same oppression? The reason, predictably, is that
the left is too blinded by its religious hatred for President Bush to see that the same man it accuses of trying to estab-
lish a theocracy in America is leading the noble fight to free millions of people from the rule of terrorist thugs and
radical, oppressive religious fanatics.
Work part time on campus
with flexible hours while earning
:: 15 dollars an hour.
··•
Applicants must be outgoing
and motivated. Ask for Kurt
or Jen 888-427-7672 ext 421
b
•
continuedfrom page 4
tain. In an interview, Firth thinks he
is by far the strongest contender,
joking, "I believe Hugh asked for the
nurse several times, as well as for
hot water bottles and various med-
ications." As an ardent Firth fan, this
was great news for me!
According to Firth, the bigger
message of the film is that size real-
ly doesn't matter. "People of all
shapes and sizes have partners of all
shapes and sizes," he says with
Darcy-ish matter-of-factness.
"There are all kinds of combinations
that people don't imagine. And
there's nothing unattractive about
Renee when she's, uh, you know,
•
from it went missing in July. The
disappearance of rough versions of
some tracks from a French recording
studio prompted fears that they
would tum up on the Internet before
their official release. But, fortunate-
ly, that never happened.
The album was produced by a
host of big names, most notably,
Steve Lillywhite, known for his
work on U2's first three albums. The
atomic bomb reference in the
album's title ties into several of the
band's earlier album titles, including
War, Under a Blood Red Sky, and
THE COLUMN THAT NEVER WAS
filled out a bit. There are plenty of
incredibly sexy, chubby women out
there."
I have no doubt that the sequel
will be just as well received as the
first film, considering Bridget Jones
already has a huge fan base. Bridget
Jones: The Edge of Reason promises
to be a spectacular film.
U2's Atomic Bomb is Explosively Good
The Unforgettable Fire, which fea-
tured undertones of violence and
rebellion. The band plans to support
Atomic Bomb with a world tour next
year.
Whether you are a longtime fan
or just a casual listener of U2, one of
the best rock bands of our genera-
tion, definitely pick up How 10
Dismantle an Atomic Bomb. And
while you are at it, get tickets to th~ir
US tour next year because while
they sound great on CD, the U2 live
show is an incredible experience th,at
any music fan cannot miss.
ANDREWMEYER. I HAVE ADD
,
continuedfrom page 3,.
of the hall will be forced to move, so that I can knock down more walls and put in a private bowling alley. ,
Chicken parm, pumpkin pie, and triple chocolate chip cookies should all appear in Harris at least once a we,*.
A giant escalator should be put in on the hill from the AC back up to campus. There's nothing I hate more than
being exhausted after my workout, only to have to walk up what seems like Mount Kilimanjaro just to get back to
my room. Actually, there is something I hate more than that... making the same walk. when it's snowing. I'rn so
glad winter is here ...
Speaking of snow, the school should offer every student his or her own snowmobile for the winter. As a student
living in the Plex who has class in Cummings twice a week, I am not looking forward to snowy Tuesdays and
Thursdays. In addition to providing us with a more friendly trip across campus, we could do that thing they do in
Richie Rich where they played tag on ATVs, except on snowmobiles. But Michael Phelps isn't allowed to play
unless he passes the breathalyzer.
Finally, once a year, we should have "Silly String Day." It would basically involve giving everyone a massive
amount of silly string, and watching the mayhem that would ensue. This day would be an incredible amount of fu~,
but would leave a mess the size of David Ortiz. Who would clean up this mess? Do you really need to ask? It's
the people who pop their collars, of course. Which brings me to this week's Quote of the Week, brought to you by
the one and only Donald Trump:
"You pop your collar. You're fired,"•.....•.•.........••.•...............••....•••••.••...••. ~.
LEITERS TO THE EDITOR :.:............•............•.....• ~...•........•...•.........
. continuedfrom page 2 mamage, when Kerry stated clearly over and over again
that he does not. Incidentally, of the II, not 12, as
Iyengar incorrectly claimed, states banning gay mar-
riage, ten are among the most conservative in the co~-
try. '
Freeman and Iyengar may expect the Bush-hating
crowd to "wither away," but I want to assure them that
we aren't going anywhere. As long as Bush attacks civil
liberties, the environment, separation of Church "lid
State, as.lo~g as he continues to pursue his own interef}s
at Amenca s expense, we will fight back. Rest assured,
we may have lost a battle, but the war has just begun.
vote for Bush? As a Jew who grew up in rural Ohio, sur-
rounded by Bush's base- evangelist Christians, who
believe that Jews are evil sinners damned to Hell, I can't
really trust that G.W. has my best interest at hand.
Freeman also expresses disdain that our age group did-
n't vote for Bush. If he's so anxious for another draft, I
suggest he enlist.
If I am, as Nick Iyengar suggests, "out of touch with
the American mainstream," I am proud of it. Half of
Americans believe in Creation rather than Evolution.
Half of those who voted for Bush think that Iraq had
weapons of mass destruction. InAmerica, belief has tri- -Betsy Miller '05
umphed over fact. Voters were led to believe by '.
Republicans like Iyengar that John Kerry supports gay "
"• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •: Spring Break 2005- Travel with sis:···':
: America's #1 Student Tour Operator to ;~:
: Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and i;:
:Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call for,:
: group discounts. Information/Reservations :::
: 1-800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel~com.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••
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whispering to industrial noises,
eventually evolving into a clap-
along chorus. It is one of the only
songs on the album that covers
Bono's often-voiced political views.
"Crumbs from Your Table" and
"City of Blinding Lights" are remi-
niscent of material from The Joshua
Tree, while "Blinding Lights" has a
"With or Without You" feel to it,
along with a simple piano intra.
Atomic Bomb, recorded in
Dublin and the south of France,
made the headlines after recordings
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Spring Break 2005
. Challenge .. find a better price!
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r r Lowest Prices, free meals,
, free drinks
Hottest Parties!
November 6th deadline!
t }.'
n:Hiring reps-earn free trips and
cash!
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-771 0
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Top Ten Classes We Wish
Were Onered This Semester
9. Human Development 106: Diaper Changing and Freud
8. History 314: The History of Pie
1. Classics 198: Pink FlOyd,The Who, and Led Zeppelin
6. Linguistics 333: OMG,WIF, and BRB:how 2 chat on teh web
Guess The Voice Staner
5. Religion 400: Masochism and Bad Hair in Modern RedSoxism t
t
l4. Botany 420: Growth, Cultivation, and Common Uses of the
•Cannabis Plant
10. Gender and Women's Studies 600: Sex, Lust, Passion, and Sex
on The D.C.
3. English 115: Intro to the Oprah Book Club
2. Rim Studies 432: Ben and Jen: Why Gi9li Sucked (6-credit
course)
1. Philosophy 106: Do You Exist;J
This Voice Staner is the least evil member of our Voice fami-
ly. He enjoys Seinfeld, gossip, and the weekly SGAMinutes.
Can you tell who's under the bag;J n yOUthink yOUhave a
clue, email ccvoice@conncoll.edu and win an email from this
loveable ednor! Last week's mystery staner was Emily Morse,
our Editor-in-Chief.
amel Curiosities
(Unlonunatelv, 11 degrees ain't gonna help camels during long New England winters, so bundle up!)
Camels have the ability to allow their bodv temperature to rise as much as 11°·
14° fahrenheit to reach 104°· 106° fahrenheit in the heat of the daVe
.- .. ----- --- _.- ............ .... _-- .. -
I
I
- --
I
One of the mosl siressfullhings aboUllhls lime of Ihe lIear Is the horror of pre-regISlration. n seems phllslcally t
Imposlble 10 gellhe Classes 1I0Uneed when 1I0Uneed Ihem. So the rovering reporter was curious... :
I If yOUcould add any class to this year's course catalog, what would it be;J :
~.""."",,,".',,.'......__ r_....,,_..,,..,.....,,' ..,,,,,.....,.,..,• "..,......- ...'1r ••'T"I'.......",..........._".r._ ...",..... ..n,..nrw~'lrIF ........I"T"."T.."•..1.
Senior:
- Tim Lenaghan
QDoteable Camels
Junior:
llStrip Aerobics"
- Cate MacGregor
: "Survival Skills According
to MacGvver"
llDissecting Dead
Bodies ...Ilike
dissecting."
- Katie Coats
Freshman:
II Squirrel Catching"
- Jon McKee
Not fun enough? Send YOUR ideas for the Camel Fun Page to ccvoice@conncoll.edu. Because seriously, this page needs more aliteration.
Sophomore:
IMen's XCEarns Fourth At NESCACs
.
•~amels Fall In NESCACSemifinals
By YONI FIumMAN
MANAGING EDtTOR
The Connecticut College
w~men's SOccer team faced off with
MIddlebury College last Saturday in
a NESCAC semifinal contest in
Vermont. The Middlebury Panthers
(13-0-2) were able to beat Conn's
Camels (9-7) in a Saturday after-
noon thriller which brought the two
teams to double overtime.
Unfortunately, Conn's bid to win
faltered when Middlebury scored
with just 2:47 left in the second
overtime frame to make the Score 1~
O.
During the first half, Middlebury
was ant-shot by the Camels 7-5. At
one point seventeen minutes into the
game, Kate Ashforth, a freshman
and midfielder, almost scored an
assist during her comer kick deliv-
ery to a teammate in front of the
Panther's goal.
.On the team's loss, Ashforth
remarked, "It's too bad, as the final
Score of the game didn't reflect how
it was played. We really deserved to
win that game, as we outplayed
Middlebury." However, Ashforth
noted that they "played amazingly"
during their last game and that the
"season wasn't a disappointment."
During the 66th minute of play in
the second half, Kate Ashforth had
another attempt at scoring.
All through the first overtime
period, the Panthers had scoring
opportunities, but were denied by
the tough Camels. Paige Diamond, a
senior, was able to make eleven
saves for the Camels during the
game.
With just minutes left in the sec-
ond overtime, the Panthers took
advantage of a Camel defensive
lapse, and were able to score the
winning goal. Though the Camels
had more shots than the Panthers in
the game (20 to 18), the numbers on
the scoreboard were what counted.
The Panthers remained undefeated
and moved on to the NESCAC
finals.
Rachael Scheftin, another fresh-
man member of the team and a mid-
field player, commended her team
for playing "extremely well." She
said, II I thought we had a great sea-
son, especially at the end when we
really stepped it up and got the job
done. II Schefrin believes that her
captains Mary Bushnell and Christa
Thoeresz "showed real leadership"
which was integral to the team going
far this season.
Conn's women soccer team was
coached this year by Ken Kline, in
his 20th season, who has a record
that includes over 150 wins and
eleven post-season appearances.
Coach Kline remarked that
"although we were finally defeated
in our run in the NESCAC tourna-
ment in double overtime to the num-
ber one seed, r could not have been
more satisfied with the quality of the
game we played. Every player on
the field played as well as r have
seen them play. To end the season
with such an excellent performance
is what one wants as a coach to top
off a season of growth."
He added that "What's most
exciting about the success of this
year is that we have nearly every
player returning for next season, so
we look forward to picking up from
where we left off." Coach Kline was
assisted by Lena Eckhoff, in her sec-
ond season.
Ultimately, the Camels swept up
Conn College sports fans in a rare
and exhilarating frenzy of hope for a
NESCAC finals appearance. Despite
the heartbreaking loss to the #1-
seeded Panthers, Conn's women's
soccer team gave their fans a great
ride and an exciting postseason,
something Camel fans have not been
accustomed to lately. The College
Voice applauds the Camels on their
great season, and hopes they will
advance even further in 2005.
,1 Carter: The Precise Predictor
continued from page 10
ebrate, which makes us all wonder
what George will do now? Is it safe
to say that no team's superstar is safe
I from the long anTIS of the Empire?
Of course, the Yankees will be in the
running for Carlos Beltran as they
are the only team that would even
consider giving a player $20 million
a year for 10 seasons. Fact is, r don't
think they'll get him. Does Beltran
want the money? Sure he does. Does
I he really want to play in the Bronx?
I'm not so sure of that one. Just last
year we all penciled in Vladimir
Guerrero as the Bombers next right
fielder, only to see him take his act
to Anaheim.
Beltran should make a similar
m...ve, using the Yankees as bait
w~le ultimately landing in the spot
of (us choice for the money he wants
as well. None of the available free
ag~nt pitchers truly fit the dominant
ac mold, so the best route for the
Yaakees will be to trade for a well-
known starter. As a Yankee hater,
lellis hope that the Yanks are foolish
eneugh to trade for Randy Johnson
teelers Stealing The Spotlight
and not some other pitcher. Sure,
he's imposing and can dominate any
lineup, but for how long? In two
years, the Yankees will be faced with
the same problem, except they really
won't have anybody to trade.
Precise Prediction: The Yanks
will get the two lefties they desire
but no premiere center fielder. The
Big Unit will force his way into a fit-
ted pinstripe jersey, but won't be
able to single-handedly resurrect
this fading franchise. In the midst of
it all, Carlos Beltran will be watch-
ing all this from sunny Califomia,
playing center field for the Anaheim
Angels.
It's been foyr years since the
Mets have made the playoffs! Figure
that statistic to change fairly quickly,
as early as 2005 perhaps. Departed
manager Art Howe became the
scapegoat for the team's failures,
and was axed as a result. With the
arrival of new manager Willie
Randolph, it's now up to the players
to get the job done. The Mets would
be wise to pursue a power bat and I
believe Sammy Sosa fits that crite-
continued from page 10
the league last year to first this year is that their running
baitks are tough and their offensive line, which was in
shambles due to injuries, is healthy and is dominating
teams. With the most balanced offense in the league. the
Steelers present matchup problems in every area, but
what is scary is that their defense is just as tough and
only getting better.
Last year, Joey Porter got shot in the behind while in
Colorado to watch his alma mater, Colorado State, play.
Two weeks later he was in the lineup, on his way to
another Pro Bowl season. Everyone knows he is tough
and fast and good; against the Patriots he had three sacks
and forced a Tom Brady fumble. What everyone doesn't
know is that he hasn't even been the best linebacker on
the Steelers this year.
Last week against Philadelphia, James Farrior had
five tackles, a sack, and an interception, which he
returned 41 yards against what would be considered one
of the top offenses in football. Their linebackers are
ria. If the deal includes Piazza how-
ever, the team should reconsider.
Carlos Delgado is just another Mo
Vaughn clone and is not worth big
money.
The same goes for Magglio
Ordonez, the former White Sox right
fielder. It would make no sense for
the Mets to exchange one gimpy-
legged outfielder for another. I hope
the team takes a gamble on Richie
Sexson who, at 30 years old, might
be worth the risk. And even better
candidate might be Troy Glaus who
is only 28 and could have his best
power days ahead of him.
Precise Prediction: The Mets
will make the playoffs in 2005,
thanks to stellar years from Kris
Benson and Victor Zambrano.
What's more, Sanuny Sosa will res-
urrect his career at Shea Stadium,
hitting home run number 600 as a
member of the New York Mets.
Best of the under-the radar play-
ers in the free agent market: Matt
Clement, Scott Williamson, Odalis
Perez, and Placido Polanco. The
Precise Predictor has spoken!
good, and always have been. What's changed this year
for the Steelers' defense is that their secondary, which
had been considered a liability, has matured and played
well together. The emergence of Troy Polamalu, the
hard-hitting Samoan safety who came to the Steelers via
USC, has added a physical presence to the defense,
something to which Terrell Owens can certainly attest.
So, the Steelers offense is good. Their defense is
good. But what is really important about this team and
their unprecedented run through the league's last two
unbeaten teams? The manner in which they destroyed
them has definitely been impressive, but the focus they
appear to have and the toughness with which they play
every down makes me proud to be a fan.
The way the Steelers make their personnel decisions,
from the coaches to the players, has always been the
standard up to which every other team looks, and it
seems like this year's team might prove to be the payoff
from being such a well-run organization.
lUng HiPPOwants YOUto write for
The Voice.
He especiallY wants vou to write
for News.
Our News Editors are reallv, real-
lY, reallv nice.
(Much nicer than lUng Hippo)
So call x2812 and leave us a
message. Because seriouslv,
vou don't want to make
lUng Hippo mad.
"
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Claire in the state of Wisconsin, and
therefore reaching their goal for the
season.
As the cross country season This last weekend the Camels
reaches its conclusion, there is a cer- ran in the ECAC Championships,
tain sense of excitement in the brisk which were held in Grafton,
New England Autumn air. Both the Massachusetts, and gave a decent
male and female teams will compete performance. Connecticut College
in the New England Division III finished 13th overall with 425
Championship at Cumberland , points. Tufts University won the
Maine this upcoming weekend. The Championship with 70 points. 34
team has had a recent good run of teams competed in these champi-
success and had achieved a 4th place onships. Although last weekend
finish in the NESCAC might have been a bit of a disap-
Championship. Brian Adams fin- pointrnent (finishing only 13th at the
ished a spectacular II th overall in ECAC Championships) it should be
the race. The Championship was noted that the Camels rested their
hosted by Colby College in top 7 runners in order to be at full fit-
Waterville, Maine. The Camels fin- ness for this coming weekend.
ished with 128 points, topping Conn's seven runners finished as
Wesleyan University (131) and follows, Senior Andrew Russell
Amherst College (137). Tufts paced the Camels with a 33rd place
University, the fifth ranked team in running and a time of 28: 17.
the nation, captured the champi- Freshmen Tyler Silverman was 79th
onship with a score of 43 points. with a time of 29:25. Junior Brendan
"We have a good chance to do Duffey was 102nd overall, posting a
well and compete for a birth at time of 29:55. Junior Andrew
Nationals," said Captain John McCullough was 112th with a time
Ridyard '06, "it's defiantly going to of 30:08. Michael Shreve ran a time
be exciting and we are going to do of 30: 14 to finish 119th. Freshmen
our best." The Men's team has had a Basil Beaty and Chris Bannish fm-
successful season thus far and are ished in 133rd and 141st place with
ranked 6th in the New England respective times of 30:26 and 30:36.
Division ill Poll, the first time this The Women's team fared well at
season. Should the Camels do well the ECAC Championships finishing
this would mean extending the sea- 12th out of 44 teams. This was an
son for another week as they would improvement from last years result
have to compete in the NCAA were the team finished 18th. All the
Division ill Championship at Eau runners improved from their times
Hockey Looking Forward to Season
By GERALD WOIS from last year and these surely are
positive indications for the rest of
the season and next years season.
lilt was a great weekend, and all
the girls are excited with the result, I'
said a very excited Caitlin Connors
'07, "hopefully we can carry this
form through to the New England
Division III Championship."
Individual results are as follows -
Sophomore Meaghan Seelaus led
the wayan the 6k course setting a
personal record with a time of 24:52
in 43rd place. Sophomore Laura
Bernardi was 66th overall with a
time of 25:26. Caitlin Connors '07
finished 86th with personal best time
of 25:58.
Sophomore Allison Zelman was
the fourth Camel to complete the
course, posting a time of 26: 13 in
92nd place. Senior tri-captain Anne
Barreca finished 94th in 26: 18.
Junior Meredith Miller was 106th
overall, running a personal record
time of 26:37.
Senior tri-captain Caitlin
Greeley rounded out the top seven
finishing 128th overall with a time
of 27:26. (The Sports Staff at the
Voice would like to congratulate
Meaghan Seelaus, Caitlin Connors
and Meredith Miller for achieving
personal best times) .
The Voice Staff would like to
wish all the runners good luck at this
weekend's New England Division
III Championship.
StIFF WRITER
continued from page 10 sive effort this season, along with
Brian Jaeger '05 and Mike Agliato
'06, both of whom played in all 24
games last season,
Defenseman Ben Sherman '07
noted, "We have thin numbers this
year ... not as many skaters as last
year, but every player we will put on
the ice is capable of contributing. We
have a lot of strong returning skaters
and our freshmen have shown prom-
ise." The men's team will begin this
season on the road. The season
opener will be played at St.
Michael's next Friday (11/19) at ice.
The Shooters: 1MSoccer Champions
7:00. The Camels' home opener will
be played on Saturday the 27th
against NESCAC rival Trinity. The
time of the home opener has yet to
be announced.
As both the men's and the
women's teams seek to gain legiti-
macy in the NESCAC, they will face
countless trials and tribulations. It is
up to the fans to show support and
rally the teams, especially at home.
Come down to Dayton Arena to
catch a men's or women's game. The
coolest action of the winter is on the
ing machine will be cued by captains
Madden and Moccia, who combined
for 23 goals and 15 assists last year.
The scoting effort will be bolstered
by veterans Andrew Clavette '06 (10
goals, five assists last season), Tim
Finkle (five goals, five assists last
season) and by defenseman Jake
Henry '07, whose blistering slapshot
befuddles even the quickest of goal-
tenders. Henry scored six goals and
tallied eight assists last season.
Henry will also lead the defen-
f
I
BY GLENN STEVENS happen in intra-mural soccer". Doesn't happen until
now Coach.
The floodgates were opened, however, when
Brendan Schwartz, skilled forward and inspirational
leader for JA, went down with a stinger in the knee.
With him receiving medical attention from the trainers
on the sideline The Shooters made their move. Alexi •
•Bien was the first to capitalize. With an outstanding per-
sonal effort he was able to intercept a pass from the JA
goaltender and bury the ball upstairs in the goal, where
grandma keeps the cookies. Menzi Lukhele chimed in
minutes later with a little insurance for The Shooters.
He was served the ball far-post with no one left between
himself and 1M Soccer immortality. With an unorthodox
style he finished the play with what can only be charac-
terized as a crotch shot. Tbe only thing that could equate
the jubilance of his team was the sure pain that was felt
by Menzi and his future children. Nonetheless, the game
was now 2-0 and JA could not recover with the wall of
defense The Shooters were able to put up. The head-
bricklayer for that wall was Rich Zbeda. He played 40
shutout minutes for The Shooters and was named MVP
of the playoffs. Nice job Rich!
This ends another off-the-wall season for us here at
CCIMLS. Remember everyone, slips need to be turned
in down at the AC in early September of '05 so don't
waste any time. These past few years having been com-
missioner have been wonderful. It has been an emotion-
al rollercoaster that this guy would gladly ride any day.
Thanks for the memories.
GUEST WRITER
Last Wednesday, November 3rd the championships
for CCIMLS were held. It seemed everyone at
Connecticut College had caught soccer fever. While the
Women's Varsity Soccer team was putting together a
truly historic run in the NESCAC playoffs, things were
heating up here on campus with intra-mural soccer. Two
teams, Marshall and Busch Latte, could not withstand
the rigorous Fall Intra-Mural season and were forced to
drop out of the league leaving only Old School
Basement, The Shooters and JA-Reunited to battle it out.
With almost identical records, it was obvious that the
coveted championship t-shirts would go to either JA or
the Sbooters. Old School Basement had put up a good
fight in every one of their games this season but lacked
the winning magic that was needed to succeed in the
league this year. We're anxious to see what they can put
together next year.
The championship game began just like it does every
year. The sinking sun painted the sky red, a sure sign of
what was to come. The first half was merely a feeling
out process. With relatively little action, the teams were
certainly familiar with each other but neither knew what
to expect in the playoffs with those shirts, 50% polyester
and 50% cotton of pure euphoria, on the line. Early in
the second half, with the teams still scoreless, JA-
Reunited goalkeeper, Alex Maybury, made an unprece-
dented breakaway save. The look in League Director
Dave Campbell's eyes said it all. "Stuff like this doesn't
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
: Do you want to write for The Voice? :
• •• •• ••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••".•
•
••••••
IT DOESN'T MATTER!
Call x2812 to write
for The Vqice, Jabroni.
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SPORTS
,The Precise
Predictor
So here I am, still writing about
the baseball season, and I said just
the other week how much we need
basketball. Let's hope, however, that
it doesn't garner any more attention
than the basketball season aJready
underway, filled with storylines of its
own. By the way, wasn't it only a
week ago I was writing to you about
the foolishness of Cuttino Mobley
and Latrell Sprewell? It's amazing
how mistakes have a way of repeat-
109 them-
selves isn't it?
Just this past
week Ron
Attest asked
his coach for
some time off
so that he
PAUL CARTER could rest up
Viewpoint his aching
body, as well
as promote a new rap album. When
asked for his rationale, Artest
claimed that because it is early in the
long NBA regular season, he felt that
he could miss some games. He added
that rest now might help make him
stronger for the pJayoffs. As I said
before, it seems to me, now more
than ever, that some athletes should
just not be allowed to speak to the
media. Period.
Anyway, back to baseball. With
the World Series over, it's time for
every team to finish up evaluating
last season (some teams have had
quite a head start on this) and prepare
for the upcoming campaign. As the
Precise Predictor, 1will offer you my
take on the upcoming off-season for
the big three. For those of you who
question my abilities; look no further
than my 20 Playoff Predictions col-
umn, when I stated that the CardinaJs
season would end in a short four
games,
We start, of course, with the
champion Red Sox. The team faces
key decisions regarding Orlando
Cabrera, Pedro Martinez. and, Jason
Varitek. If team chemistry truly is as
important as it's cracked up to be,
then Cabrera will be re-signed.
Because he is only 30 years old,
Cabrera should be able to play the
shortstop position for another four
years before showing signs of seri-
ous decline. My guess is that Boston
gives him a four year deal worth $32
million, though realistically, he's
probably worth closer to $6M per
year, Keeping team chemistry in
mind, it's a good bet too then that
Varitek will be resigned as well.
While the popular catcher once again
displayed his talent this past season,
ed, Sox fans should not count on
that Kind of productivity consistently
appearing again in the future. He'll
get his money, probably at three
years, $30 million, but the Sox
would be foolish to offer him a deal
ranging any longer in length. Pedro
is gone, Sox fans, or at least he
should be. If this past season showed
me anything, it was that Martinez is
simply no longer the dominant pitch-
er he once was and he can no longer
beat the Yankees, a team that will
orever be a rival. With that in mind,
'It makes no sense to keep around a
pitcher who would come up short
when the team needs him most.
Keeping the Evil Empire in mind, the
Sox should sign a pitcher who has
shown the ability, like Schilling, to
'keep the Yankees off balance.
Precise Prediction: Varitek and
Cabrera return, but no one will wear
number 45. Instead the Sox will grab
Carl Pavano.
It's been four years since Yankee
fans have had any real reason to eel-
continued on page 9
CCHockey Looking Forward To New Season Steelers
Stealing The
Spotlight
By STEVE STRAUSS
Assoam SPORTS EDITOR
Both the men's and women's
hockey programs at Connecticut
College are looking forward to suc-
cessful seasons. The men, Jed by
captains Tad O'Had '05, Dave
Moccia 'OS and Julian Madden '06
look to improve on a tough 6-17-J
(2-15-1) season last winter. The
women, who qualified for the
NESCAC playoffs last year are
looking to advance even further this
season. The women's team will be
led by captains Suzie Connor '06,
Mallory Littman '06 and Laura
Gosnell '06. In net for the women
will be Gabby Petrill '06, who set a
NESCAC postseason record last
winter with an astounding 49 saves
in a game against MiddJebury.
The women return an extremely
strong cast of players from last sea-
son. The Conn forward lines will be
deep with scorers. Retnrning for the
Camels are Littman (J I assists over
the last two seasons, Kate Reardon
'06 (9 goals last season) and
Meaghan McLaughlin '07 (10
points last season). On defense the
Camels wiJllook to control the zone
with veterans Gosnell, Connor, Ali
Elkins 'OS, Britt Appleton '07 and
Bradley Wray '07. Anchoring the The women's hockey program looks to he aforce in the NESCACagain this year afler reaching the plo}·oJJs in the 03-04 season. (Archi"')
Conn defense is the consnmmate great advantage considering the Saturday (11120), aJso at home. minute witb former Division 111
goaltender Gabby Petrill, who has team that fared extremely well at The men's hockey program national champion Norwich
baffled opposing forwards with her Dayton Arena last year. The women struggled last season after starting College, before bowing in the clos-
jaw-dropping acrobatics in net. Over will kick off this winters' campaign off 3-1. Early on the season it looked ing minute. A deep team of returning
the last two seasons PetriJl has at home next Friday (11/19) against like the men would dash all memo- players will look to turn around the
amassed a remarkable 1,609 saves. state and NESCAC rivaJ Wesleyan. ries of a five-win season in 2002- program this winter. The Conn scor-
The schedule for the women this That game will be followed up by a 2003. In the second game of the sea-
season includes 15 home games, a 3:30 contest against Trinity on son the Camels battled to the last continued on page 9
Camels Look To Build On '03-'04 Season
Theyoung men's basketball team looks to make noise in the NEScACthis year after ono' notching two conference wins last year. (HoU)
By PETER STERLING
AssocIATE SPORTSEDITOR
The 2003-2004 season proved to
be a rebuilding year for the Conn
men's basketball program, but was
also one that saw the remarkable
growth of a young team. Freshmen
on the squad played an astounding
84 percent of the team's total min-
utes, gaining both strength and expe-
rience against tough NESCAC
opposition throughout the year.
The 2004-05 season sees last
year's large freshman class as an
older, more experienced group,
ready for the challenge and opportu-
nity to prove themselves in the tough
NESCAC league.
The Camels' backcourt will
boast experienced players such as
Dan Melzer '05 and Zarrette Rogers
'07, who averaged a solid II points
per game while netting 30 three-
pointers during the season. Point
guard Jahkeen Washington '07, who
led the team in minutes and assists
in 2003-04 will surely be counted on
for increased responsibility in the
upcoming season.
Players likely to be in a reserve
role include David Greenridge '07,
Derek Kelly '07 and Malik Brown
'07, who saw varying amounts of
playing time last season.
In the frontcourt, several young
players will battle for increased
playing time this season. Gabe
Patton '07, a team leader in
rebounding last year, will Jook to
continue his physical play under the
basket. Sokol Zejnullahu '07, a 6'7"
forward, Jed the team in three point
field goal shooting percentage dur-
ing his freshman year, and will be
counted on to provide continued
offensive support in the upcoming
season.
Frontcourt players likely to see
time off the bench include Gabe
Bluestone 'OS, Eli Manna '07 and
Zak Harris '07.
Some of the new freshmen mem-
bers of the team are Josh Batts,
Christian Mosley, Charles Stone and
Jeff Young.
"Our hopes are set high this
year," stated Zejnullahu. "We only
graduated two seniors, and while we
were a young team a year ago, we're
much improved now. We've gained a
lot of confidence and trust in each
other, and we know each other's
abilities from playing together all
last year. We're looking forward to
Williams and Amherst later this sea-
son. I!
The Camel girls' basketball team
overcame a young roster last year
that boasted just two seniors to pro-
duce nine overall wins, including an
overtime victory against NESCAC
opponent Trinity College to end the
season. One of the brightest stories
in all of Camel sports for the 2003-
04 school year was sophomore
Casey Thran.
Thran topped the NESCAC in
rebounds per game with 9.3, and
placed fifth overall in scoring with
nearly 14 points a game. Thran also
posted a remarkable nine double-
doubles during the season, and was
named NESCAC Player of the Week
in December to underscore her stel-
lar play.
Thran returns as a sophomore
this year as an integral part of a more
experienced team hungry for
NESCAC victories. Mollie Gage
was close on the heels of Thran in
several categories last season, plac-
ing second in the NESCAC in
rebounding with 9.2 boards per
game. Gage also notched seven dou-
ble doubles, and averaged 9.4 points
a game for the Camels. Gage will
serve as one of three captains this
winter, along with Mary Bushnell
'OS and Barbara Silk '05.
The men's team will kick off its
season next Friday, November 19th,
at Haverford. The team will then
meet Swarthmore (both games will
be part of the Equinox Classic)
before the home opener, against
MIT, on the 23rd.
The women's team, meanwhile,
will open the season in the Nichols
College Tournament on November
19. The team will then travel to San
Diego for the Surf N' Slam Holiday
Tourney beginning on December 28.
The women will have their first
home game in front of the Conn
faithfuJ at Luce Fieldhouse, against
Rhode Island College, on November
27.
Ron Artest thinks it's reasonable
to ask his coach for a month off
because he is tired from the work he
has put into his upcoming rap album.
Sammy Sosa has become such a
"clubhouse cancer" that the Cubs are
desperately searching for a team to
take him off their hands (and pay-
roll), but no one wants him. Terrell
Owens, many
peoples' mid-
season MVP,
just won't shut
up. Each of
these stories
have com-
manded con-
siderable news CIIAR1IE WIDDOES
coverage dur- Viewpoint
ing the past
week, and for good reason. These are
superstar athletes and whenever they
act stupid people, we like to talk
about it.
I, however, think that there is a
much bigger story this week. The
story comes from all over: MiamJ {)f
Ohio, Colorado, Georgia, USC,
Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh. In the
last two weeks, the Pittsburgh
Steelers have treated the league's two
best teams like pinatas, with every-
one getting a tum to beat on them.
This team is a compilation of foot-
ball players who are so tough, both
mentally and physically, that they
might not lose another game this sea-
son. They are led by a rookie quar-
terback from the University of
Miami of Ohio who does more than
just protect the baJJ and manage the
clock, which has been enough to get
another quarterback two Super Bowl
rings in the past three years.
Ben Roethlisberger has the fifth
highest passer rating in the NFL, at
105.2, which ranks him ahead of
such pro-bowlers as Donovan
McNabb, Chad Pennington and
Trent Green. He has great weapons
around him, though, people could
say. They are absolutely right. Hines
Ward made a statement last week.
The Georgia Bulldog got into the end
zone twice last week against the
Eagles, which was two more times
than his much more heralded coun-
terpart, Terrell Owens. Owens will
be remembered from that game for
his pep talk to McNabb that was
utterly unsuccessful, unless T.O. was
telling Donovan to go out and throw
and interception to James Farrior.
If that was the case, then T.O.
was a great team leader on Sunday.
Ward, who would rather throw an
earth-shattering block to help open
up holes for his running back than
draw attention to himself for his per-
sonal accomplishments, performed
on of the best end zone dances this
season when he imitated T.O.'s Eagle
dance. The thing is, Hines wasn't
doing it to praise himself, he was
doing it to show that the Eagles did-
n't intimidate the Steelers, and it
gave the team confidence seeing its
leader do something like that. So,
their offense is good. I haven't even
mentioned their running game,
though, which is also good. It's the
best in the league. They don't have a
star running back, though; they have
Duce Staley, who the Eagles cast
away in the off-season, and Jerome
Bettis, who is overweight and 500
years old. I should probably mention
Verron Haynes, too, because even he
got a chance to run aU over the
Patriots and Eagles in the last two
weeks.
The real reason why the Steelers
running game has gone from 31st in
continued on page 9
Men's Basketball: 0-0
-11/19, Swarthmore @ Haverford, 6:00
-11/20, Haverford @ Swarthmore, 1:00
-11/23, MIT, 7:00
Women's Basketball: 0-0
-11/19,@Nichols College, 6:00
-11I20,@FitchburglUMass-Dartmouth 12:00/2:00
-11127, Rhode Is and College, 2:00
J
Camel Scoreboard
Women's Hockey: 0-0
-11119,Wesleyan, 7:00 /
-11120, Trinity, 3:30
-11/30, @ Holy Cross, 7:00
Mens's Hockey: 0-0
-11/19, @ St. Michael's, 7:00
-11120, @ Norwich University, 4:00
-11127, Trinity, TBD
Men's Cross Country:
-10/30, NESCAC Championship @ Waterville, ME, 4th place
-1116, ECAC Division III Championship @ Tufts, 13th place
-11113, New England Division III Championship @
Cumberland, ME, 11:00
Women's Cross Country:
-1116, ECAC D3 Championship @Grafton,MA(6K)
-11/13, NE D3 Championship @ Cumberland, ME (6K)
-11/20, NCAA Division III Championship @ Eau Claire, WI
(6K) i
